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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this analysis was to evaluate alternative systems of
farming that might be adapted to a small cotton farm in North Louisiana
and to illustrate the procedure for making such evaluations. The present
and three alternative systems were budgeted for a "Case" farm. Net profits
^vere then compared with profits under the present system.
It was assumed that the acreage in the farm Avould remain 93 acres,
cotton acreage ^vould remain 24.5 acres and maximum net farm income
would be the farm goal.
When farm acreage is limited, farm income can be increased by
(1) increasing yields, (2) changing enterprise combinations, (3) reducing
costs of production, or (4) a combination of (1), (2) and (3). These items
are the key to increases in net far?n income in the alternative systems.
Enterprise yields are expected to increase as a result of improved levels
of practices and improved land capabilities. As soil fertility increases,
yields are obtained for lower unit costs. The most profitable yield for a
particular enterprise may not be the most profitable when considering
the farm as a unit. This is true when resources are limited and can be
used in other enterprises which may result in higher returns. Yields on
the Case farm are relativeh low under the present system. Under the
alternatives these yields have been increased at additional cost. But for
each enterprise the expected returns exceed expected costs.
Enterprise combinations have been changed in the alternatives. The
crop enterprises have been organized around cotton. When combining
enterprises, rotation systems, enterprise relationships, feed requirements,
soil capabilities and resources available were considered. Under the given
price relationships the combination of enterprises that yields the highest
net return to the farm is the combination of cotton, corn, soybeans,
broilers and winter grazing beef calves in plan "C". In this alternative all
available resources are not fully used; family labor is an example. Usual-
ly all available resources cannot be fully utilized because a particular
resource becomes limited. On this farm major limitations are total acres
and cotton acres.
The cost of production has been reduced for the broiler enterprise
under the alternative organizations. This was made possible by having
the feed custom mixed and feeding the birds more often to prevent
wastage. The change will result in a reduction of approximately $2,744
in cost. In the alternatives the total cost of production has increased for
each enterprise except broilers. Increases in cost were necessary to obtain
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higher yields. However, cost per unit of production decreased. The yields
obtained are thus consistent with the increase in cost.
The budgets indicate that the net farm income can be increased. To
increase net farm income on the Case farm, adjustments are needed.
These adjustments require only small increases in capital investments
over the present organization (plan "A", $2,070.70; plan "B", $1,777.95;
plan "C", $2,059.47) (Table 34). Increases in yields and the effect of a
recombination of enterprises are reflected in the changes in the net farm
income that can be expected from the alternative organizations. Returns
to operator's family and labor are increased for each alternative over
the present organization (plan "A", $3,824.07; plan "B", $4,937.92; plan
"C", $6,188.23) (Table 36). These increases have been obtained for an
increase in expenses in plans "A" and "B". Expenses in plan "C" have
decreased. Total expenses increase for plans "A" and "B" by $11.39 and
$1,103.32 respectively. Total expenses for plan "C" decrease by $678.27
(Table 35).
A budget analysis indicates that any of the three alternatives would
be more profitable than the present system, while plan "C" is estimated to
be most profitable.
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Improving Income on a Macon Ridge
Cotton Farm
A Study In Farm Planning
Ray Corkern, Fred H. Wiegmann^ and Austin Johnson^
INTRODUCTION
The various changes taking place in agriculture make farm business
management increasingly important. Many more farmers are beginning
to realize this. One of the reasons for low farm income on many farms
has been the lack of formal planning for the "whole farm." Farmers
have been prone to request — and to be most receptive to — information
in a "piecemeal" form. Too little attention has been given to how all
the "pieces" (of the farm business) fit together.
Many educators have been conscious of this for a long time and have
called attention to it. This has been particularly apparent to farm man-
agement economists, primarily because of their constant research on
costs and returns and their concern with the economic principle of "al-
ternative opportunity" (or "opportunity costs") . But the need for formal
study of the "whole farm" approach to farm incom\e is becoming more
widely accepted by agricultural leaders in the field and by farmers them-
selves.
This study is concerned with the "whole farm" approach to farm
planning and with the major tool used for planning. The tool is the
"budget" and its use is called "budgeting."
Decision Making on the Farm
Farming is a complicated form of business enterprise. It is rapidly
becoming more so. As in any other business, the decisions of the farm
owner (manager) are fundamentally responsible for success or failure.
As in any other business, a high net income is an important goal on the
farm, and the manager's decisions come to focus, ultimately, on this
goal.
To obtain maximum net income from resources used in farming,
rational economic decisions must be made concerning production prac-
ilnstructor and Associate Professor, respectively, Department of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, Louisiana State University.
2Associate County Agent, Franklin Parish. The writers are indebted to the owner
of the "Case" farm used in this study and to M. D. Woodin for constructive criticism
of the manuscript.
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tices and laim organization. To make rational decisions some form of
organized pJaririing is required. "Budgeting" is an organized method of
farm planning. It is a formal means of testing the relative profitability of
alternative production practices or alternative organizations on the farm.
The purpose of "budgeting" is to help the farm manager select the most
profitable practices and organizations by permitting a comparison of
costs and returns that can be expected with alternative practices and
organizations. Farm budgets can be a major aid to the manager in mak-
ing decisions and in planning for the future use of resources.
Plans for one farm may not exactly fit another farm because each
farm has different amounts and kinds of resources in the form of land,
labor, capital and management. While farms may differ in this respect
the procedures used in planning the allocation of resources on farms,
and the economic principles involved, are the same for all farms.
Economic principles aid in farm planning by guiding decisions and
showing the economic consequences, in dollars and cents, that will re-
sult from the use of given practices and organizations. A budget is a tool
for the practical application of economic principles. Many farm operators
have little or no formal knowledge of economic principles. Budgeting
offers a practical means of putting principles of economics and good
business management to work on the farm.
PURPOSE AND DESIGN OF STUDY
The budgeting approach to better farm incomes offers some ad-
vantages over the more commonly used enterprise approach. Consid-
eration of the "whole farm" — the relationships between all potential
enterprises and all available resources — is increasingly necessary as farms
move away from single enterprises. However, budgeting and the "whole
farm" approach have not been used as much in "the field" as will be
necessary in the future. This tool is particularly important to farm
planning programs such as Extension's Farm and Home Development
program, the Farmers Home Administration, modern teaching in Voca-
tional Agriculture and as a basis for farm financing.
This study was made in recognition of the need for information on
the budgeting approach to farm planning.
The specific purposes of the study are:
(1) To show how farm budgets can be used in making decisions for
the most profitable use of the farm's resources.
(2) To illustrate the method of preparing enterprise budgets.
(3) To show how enterprises are combined in alternative organiza-
tions.
(4) To compare costs and returns for several alternative farm orga-
nizations (using a Case farm as an example).
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Development of Data for the "Case" Farm
The farm plans in this study are based on a 93-acre farm with 24.5
acres of cotton in Franklin Parish, Louisiana. The end result of pro-
posed changes in the farm,ing system is measured by means of a budget
comparison of the present and alternative farming systems. The budget-
ing method provides a means of making estimates of returns from
farming systems under given yields and production requirements, and
given cost and price situations. The "alternative" systems selected are
based on the assumption that the present size of the farm and cotton
acreage allotment would remain the sarnie, that proposed improved farm
practices would be adopted, and that income maximization would be
the immediate goal.^
Data used in the study (to estimate the various input-output rela-
tionships and resulting costs and returns from the present and alternative
plans) were obtained from the farm operator, from various crop and
livestock specialists, and from various publications of the Extension
Service and the Agricultural Experiment Station. Data from sources
other than the Case farm were adapted to the conditions prevailing on
the farm.
To eliminate the effect of changes in the price level, and to make
costs and returns comparable between plans, the same prices (received
for farm products and paid for items used in production) were used in
all plans. Prices were selected after considering the general price level
and price trends in relation to average prices received and paid for farm
products and production requirements over a recent five-year period,
1953-1957. While all the variables that may affect future prices cannot
be precisely predicted, the prices used are assumed to be fairly repre-
sentative for the near future.
General Application
While the farm plans shown are for a specific farm, the general pro-
cedure used in developing the plans is the same for any other farm.
All the enterprises budgeted for the Case farm may not be suitable
for other farms. Other enterprises may be selected for alternative farm
plans for other farms. Where similar enterprises are used in other farm
plans, adjustments can be made in the input requirements, and the out-
puts expected, to fit the soils and other conditions of the individual farm.
For example, inputs that may vary from those shown for the Case farm
are seeding rates, fertilizer rates, labor and power requirements (see Ap-
pendix Tables B-9, B-11 and B-12, for general recommendations) . Yields
^Broilers were kept in all plans because of new investment and personal preferences
of the operator.
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may also need adjustment, depending on the production potential of the
specific farm being planned.
The crop and livestock enterprise combinations for the alternative
farm plans on the Case farm may differ from those that are possible
for other farms. Once basic enterprise budgets have been developed for
an area, they can be coordinated into farm plans to fit the conditions
that exist on the specific farm being planned. In planning, several al-
ternative farm plans should be developed and compared with the present
organization for each farm.
The steps followed in developing farm plans for the Case farm can
also be used on other farms. These steps were: (1) determination of re-
sources that were available or potentially available, (2) selection of pos-
sible enterprises for the farm, (3) development of enterprise budgets
for the present farm plan and other possible enterprises, (4) coordinat-
ing the enterprise budgets into whole farm plans, . (5) comparing the
present plan with the alternative farm plans and (6) selection of the
farm plan that could be expected to yield the highest net farm income.
BUDGETING PROCEDURE
A farm budget can be classified in several ways, depending on how
extensive and detailed it is or the production period which it consid-
ers. The classification is arbitrary. For planning purposes budgets can
be classed as complete or partial. Complete budgets are extensive and
detailed plans for the whole farm that usually extend over a number
of years. If prepared for several years a budget may require alterations
for any particular year to take advantage of changes in the market or
other situations. Any permanent change in economic conditions may re-
quire a complete new budget. Such economic changes may include new
technology or shifts in demand and supply conditions of a permanent
nature, "Partial" budgets are used for planning a particular segment of
the farm unit. Partial budgeting aids in making decisions relating to
changes that would not necessarily involve changes in plans for the
whole farm, and thus the development of a complete budget. A complete
budget is actually a coordinated set of partial budgets. Many farmers
do some kind of rough partial budgeting. Few go so far as complete
budgeting.
Data Needed and Source
The reliability of any farm plan will depend upon the accuracy of
the data used, the proper use of the data, and the good judgment of the
estimator in predicting the results to be expected from the various
resources used in a particular manner on a particular farm.
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The basic data needed for farm planning are physical data. These
include seed, feed, fertilizer, labor and power requirements for the
various possible enterprises. Information is needed on practices to be
followed and the levels of yields to be expected as the physical inputs
and practices are varied. Price information is needed, together with data
on soil types and topography and availability of financing. The char-
acteristics of the individual farm operator and his family must also
be taken into consideration.
The farm being planned is an important source of data, particularly
such data as available labor, credit, soil types, etc. Additional data will
have to come from other sources. These may include other farms in the
same area, publications of the Agricultural Experiment Stations, Ex-
tension Service and other agencies and sources. When input-output data
are used from sources other than from the farm planned, they should be
adapted to the characteristics and potentialities prevailing on that
farm.
Prices: An important decision when assembling data for farm budget-
ing is the selection of prices. While the individual farm operator has
little or no influence upon prices received and paid he still must form
"expectations" concerning future prices for budgeting purposes. All
available sources of information must be considered in arriving at the
prices to be used. The prices should reflect what can be expected to
prevail in the local markets in which the operator usually buys and
sells. The general price level and trend in prices must also be considered.
This will require study of outlook reports issued by various state agen-
cies and the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Using a single year's price (such as last year's) is usually not a good
practice in budgeting, particularly for making decisions that will be in
effect over several years. An average of prices over a past period is a
good "bench mark" for making such decisions, providing the general
price level is considered and the past period is not one of abnormally
low or high prices caused by conditions that are out of the ordinary and
cannot be expected to last indefinitely (such as wars, droughts and
other unforseen events that disrupt the normal market situation). Prices
for inputs usually fluctuate less than prices for outputs.
Yields: Yields also are subject to fluctuation from year to year and are
influenced by many factors. These include the level of management for
a given farm, weather conditions, soil types, etc. The yields used in the
budgets should be those that could be expected on the given farm when
due account has been taken of the level of practices that will be
used, trends in yields (generally upward), and the average effect of
uncontrolled conditions (weather). Again, an average of past perform-
ances in the area, adjusted for expected practices and trend, will be
most useful for a farm organization that will be in effect over several
years. Single-year yields are too erratic to base long-run plans on.
Computing Enterprise Costs and Returns: Costs and returns must
be computed for enterprises both separately and when they are com-
bined in alternative farm plans. Partial budgeting is used when com-
puting the costs and returns that can be expected from each enterprise
and complete budgeting is used for each alternative organization. The
purpose is to compare profits.
If different prices are used in computing costs and returns for the
various alternatives, one alternative may appear more profitable than
another. This profitability may be due to price differences only. Thus
the same prices are used for each alternative enterprise (unless there is
a difference in grade, quality, etc. between alternatives) .
When comparing tivo enterprises (or levels of practices or farm plans)
on a cost and return basis (in order to choose between them) , fixed and
variable costs that would be the same for either need not enter the
computation since they cancel and would not affect the choice.^ For ex-
ample, where the choice is between an oat and a wheat enterprise and
the cost for depreciation, interest, fuel, labor and repair for operating
a combine are the same for each, these costs can be left out of the
computation. This is an example in which some fixed and variable costs
can be omitted when making a choice between two enterprises. How-
ever, fixed and variable costs that are unique to each of the enterprises
must enter the computation.
Some fixed costs cannot be apportioned to any one enterprise
with any degree of accuracy. Some forms of depreciation, rent and in-
terest (overhead) are examples. The fixed costs that are not unique for
any one enterprise should be charged to the whole farm. In Table 35
the fixed cost for depreciation in plan "C" is $909.06. Of this, $416.13 can
be directly apportioned to the broiler enterprise in computing costs and
returns for comparison purposes. (See Table 15.) But $492.93 cannot be
apportioned to any one particular enterprise. It is charged to the whole
farm and becomes part of the "overhead."
Computations will be easier if some tabular form is used. There is
no strict rule governing arrangement of the tables, but some logical
system should be used. The usual procedure is to arrange each enterprise
into columnar form, indicating the input requirements, yields, costs and
returns that can be expected.
^However, in this study costs that are similar are shown, in order to present as
complete a picture as possible in illustrating the budgeting method.
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Summarizing Receipts and Expenses for Farm Plans: After a combina-
tion of enterprises has been selected for each farming system being consid-
ered, a summary of the receipts and expenses for each should be compiled
for comparison purposes. The receipts and expenses from the crop and
livestock enterprises and other sources can be arranged in tabular form.
From these summary forms, gross and net income, returns to operator's
labor and management, the return on investment, and other measures
of income can be computed. The net income figure for each system
will indicate which alternative will return the highest net profit from the
use of the farm's resources (Tables 31, 32, 35 and 36).
Selecting Alternative Enterprises: After the costs and returns for each
possible alternative enterprise have been computed, the decisions must
be made as to which enterprise or combination of enterprises will be
the most profitable. This decision must consider each alternative in re-
lation to the returns to the farm as a unit. When considered alone a
particular enterprise may appear to be the most profitable. When it is
considered in relation to the whole farm operation it may not yield
maximum returns to the farm.
When selecting enterprises to combine for the farm, the relationships
of the enterprises to each other must be given consideration. Enterprise
relationships may be complementary, supplementary, or competitive.
Complementary relationships exist when an increase in the total
output of one enterprise increases the total output from another enter-
prise (rotations, for example). When this relationship exists the comple-
mentary enterprise should be expanded until it becomes competitive for
some resource. The amount of each enterprise to produce will then de-
pend on the relative costs and returns.
Supplementary relationships exist when an enterprise does not com-
pete with or add to the production of another but does make use of
some resource that would otherwise not be used (small poultry flocks
using family labor, for example).
Competitive relationships exist when enterprises compete for the same
limited resource or resources (cotton and corn, for example). This is
the usual relationship which exists between many enterprises, especial-
ly w^hen capital or some other resource is limited. The combination of
enterprises with this type relationship will depend upon the yields and
prices of the products, the cost of producing each and the rate of
substitution between the enterprises (i.e., possible combinations of en-
terprises).
Flexibility: Farm plans for any particular year or enterprise may re-
quire changes throughout the production period. These changes may be
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minor, such as using more or less ol a resource because of changes in
the relative prices ol resources, or temporary changes in the rotation
program. The profitability of changes of this nature can be determined
by partial budgeting.
For enterprises which use resources that are good substitutes, a slight
change in the relative prices of the resources may result in a different
combination of inputs that will be the most profitable. To take ad-
vantage of this situation flexibility is needed in the budget. That is, the
plan must provide opportunities for new decisions to be made as the
plan unfolds. For example, the decision to hog-off corn or to sell it as
grain can be postponed to see what develops in the market for both
products.
The Source of Increases in Net Income
Two major factors influencing farm income are subject to the control
of the manager. These are (1) the level of practices and (2) the farm
organization (i.e., the combination of resources, enterprises, etc.). Farm
income may be low because either or both need improving.
Budgeting ordinarily starts with the farm as it is—that is, with the
current organization and level of practices. Costs and returns are de-
termined for the farm under current practices and current organization.
In setting up alternatives for comparison, the "budgeteer" can keep the
current organization and show the results of improved practices or he
may change some part of the organization (resources or enterprises, or
both) or he can change both level of practices and organization. In
most budgeting, "improvements" in practices show up in the enterprise
budgets. "Improved" organization comes in combining alternative en-
terprises in different farming systems or plans. Usually these are done in
this sequence (as in this study).
FARM PLANNING AND ENTERPRISE BUDGETS
In planning the farm each enterprise should be budgeted. This means
that the physical inputs required, and the outputs that can be expected
from them, are determined for each enterprise being considered. Basic
data may be obtained from many sources, including the farm's records,
experimental results or other farms in the area. If the enterprise being
budgeted has never been considered previously, the data on inputs and
outputs must come from sources other than the farm being planned.
These data may need adapting to the specific farm because of the
different conditions that usually exist on individual farms. New prac-
tices and techniques should be used if they are profitable. Partial
budgeting can be used to determine this. (See Tables 10 and 16.)
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Enterprise budgets can provide for adjustments as the production
period progresses. The degree of adjustment that can be made will de-
pend on the resources being used. Resources, once used, become a fixed
cost, but if resource use can be postponed to some future period in the
production process, an opportunity to make an adjustment is possible.
For example, when fertilizer is applied in split applications any future
applications remain variable. If a change in the price of the fertilizer
(or the expected price of the output) occurs, more or less fertilizer may
prove more profitable. Adjustments of this nature will result in higher
net profits for an enterprise. Enterprise budgets may also need adjust-
ments when co-ordinating individual budgets to obtain maximum returns
to the farm as a unit.
To illustrate how enterprise budgets are developed the enterprises
that are in the "present" farm organization and in plan "A" are dis-
cussed in this section. The present and alternative organizations include
both crop and livestock enterprises. In the present organization there are
cotton, corn, soybean, oat, wheat, pasture, beef and broiler enterprises.
In plan "A" sheep are added and wheat is dropped. The physical re-
quirements and the costs and returns for the crop enterprises are on a
per-acre basis. For the livestock enterprises the physical requirements are
shown on a per-head and total basis, and cost and returns are in dollar
totals. Enterprise budgets for plans "B" and "C" are shown in Ap-
pendix A.
Enterprise Budgets
Cotton: Table I summarizes labor and power requirements per acre
for cotton. The requirements for the present organization were obtained
from the farm operator. Most of the requirements used in the "alterna-
tive" were adapted from various research publications. Each operation
required (from land preparation to harvesting), the times the operations
are performed, and the man and tractor hours required are shown in the
table. In plan "A" two additional practices, liming and defoliation, are
included. Liming will be done only once every eight years or when
further applications are indicated as necessary by a soil test.
Estimated costs and returns per acre of cotton are shown in Table 2.
The inputs are multiplied by their prices to compute costs, and outputs
are multiplied by expected prices to compute estimated returns. The
amounts of seed used under the present and alternative practices differ.
Under present practices seed are not delinted and treated, thus requiring
a larger poundage per acre. Another new practice for this farm under
the alternative "A" is an increase in the amount of fertilizer used per
acre as recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana Ex-
periment Station. With an increase in the fertilizer used and proper
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liming, it is estimated that the yield of lint will increase from .75 to
1.00 bale per acre and that the seed yield will increase from .29 to .47
ton per acre. Net returns are expected to increase from $47.90 to $86.94
per acre.
Corn: The labor and power requirements per acre of corn are
shown in Table 3. Under alternative practices both man and tractor
hours are increased. This is due to liming and an additional cultiva-
tion. Table 4 shows estimated costs and returns per acre of corn under
present and alternative practices. Under present practices no fertilizer is
used. Under alternative practices fertilizer will be applied as recom-
mended by the Soil Testing Laboratory. Lime cost is prorated over an
eight-year period. Under alternative practices it is estimated that the
TABLE 1.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre for Cotton, Present and
Alternative Practices
Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Alter- Alter- Alter-
Operation^ Present native Present native^ Present native^
Cut stalks .50 .50 .50 .50
Sow cover crop 1 1 .30 .30 .30 .30
Break land 1 1 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
Lime^ 1 .50 .50
Bed row 1 .50 .50 .50 .50
Disc row 1 1 .50 .50 .50 .50
Fertilize 1 .50 .50 .50 .50
Rebed row 1 .50 .50 .50 .50
Harrow row 1 1 .50 .48 .50 .48
Plant 1 .50 .50 .50 .50
Cultivate 7 7 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50
Poison 6 10 1.80 2.00 1.80 2.00
Hoe* 1 1 8.00 8.00
Defoliate^ 1 .30 .30
Harvest:
MechanicaP 1 1 3.00 2.71 2.00 1.94
Total 22.10 22.79 13.10 14.02
^These operations were performed on the Case farm. On other farms some of
these operations may be omitted or additional operations may be required. For ex-
ample, planting and pre-emerge is usually one operation. Adjustments can be made
by using hour requirements given in Appendix Table B-9.
^Computed from Appendix Table B-9.
Prorated over an eight-year period. Further applications will be made when
indicated as necessary by a soil test. Where lime is not needed .50 man and tractor




















Cotton IDS. 1 9.^10 q> .U/O <t 9. (\A.^ O.UI: l.o/
vetcn IDS. ou an .I/O
Fertilizer^
Sodium nitrate cwt. 1 0J. A) 3.28 3.28
Ammonium nitrate cwt. AO 4.12 — 1.85
Superphosphate cwt. 3.0 1.62 4.86
Muriate of potash cwt. 1 .u 2.65 2.65
cwt. 5.0 11.90
Lime* ton 2.5 Fin 1 091 .U4
Pre-emerge gal. .lo 1 ^.lo 20.00 2.60 2.60
Poison^ lbs. 192.00 130.00 .10 19.20 13.00
Hoeing hrs. 8.00 8.00 .60 4.80 4.80




Ginning bale .75 1.00 1 5{ 1 1lo.il y.oo T ^ 1
1
Dpfolia tf^ - - 2.75 2.75
Labor^ hrs. 11.10 11.78 .50 5.55 5.89
Power^ hrs. 11.10 11.78 .59 6.55 6.95
Total cost $ 86.89 $ 97.03
Returns
l~".r>ftnn Hnt bales .75 1.00 160.00 $120.00 $160.00
.29 .47 50.99 14.79 23.97
Total returns $134.79 $183.97
Net returns $ 47.90 $ 86.94
'This is assuming that the seed have been treated, delinted and hill dropped.
'Federal cost-share, eight cents per pound for vetch seed under the Soil Conserva-
tion Program. Payments made on cover crops may vary slightly among areas and
years. It is assumed that 30 pounds of nitrogen is provided by the cover crop.
^'Fertilizer applied as recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Under present practices
sodium nitrate, superphosphate and muriate of potash used. In alternative practices
on the Case farm, ammonium nitrate and 3-12-12 will be used. It is assumed that the
cover crop will furnish 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre. For general fertilizer recom-
mendations for other areas, see Appendix Table B-12.
Time prorated over an eight-year period. Federal cost-share under the Soil
Conservation Program, $3.25 per ton. This payment may vary slightly among areas
and years. Lime requirements for other farms should be determined by a soil test.
•'^Assumes poisoning performed 10 times at 13 pounds poison per application.
This is an average application and may vary among individual farms. Several types
and mixtures of poison may be used. A price of ten cents per pound is assumed.
*^Custom hired.
'This assumes that all labor is hired. Family labor when available is considered
a fixed cost and not a variable cost. This is considered in summary Table 35. Under
present practices 11.00 man-hours and 2.00 power hours included under hoeing and
machine harvest. In alternative practices 11.01 man-hours and 2.24 power hours in-
cluded under hoeing, machine harvest and defoliation.
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TABLE 3.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre of Corn, Present and Alterna-
tive Practices^
Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Alter- Alter- Alter-
Operation Present native Present native Present native
Disc land 2 o 1 .uu 1 .UU 1 nni.UU 1 nn1 .UU
Bed row 1 .ou .ou .oU
Disc row 1
1
.ou .ou .DU .OU
Lime^ .60 .60
Fertilize 1 1 .60 .60 .60 .60
Rebed 1 .55 ,50 .55 .50
Harrow I .50 .32 .50 .32
Plant 1 .50 70 .50 .50
Cultivate 3 4 1.50 2.00 1.50 2.00
Harvest^ I 1 8.20 9.70 2.10 2.10
Total 13.85 16.42 7?75 8:62
^Labor and power requirements computed from Appendix Table B-9.
^Lime will be prorated over an eight-year period. Soil test will be used in deter-
mining when another application will be made.
^Based on hand harvesting Hours required will vary depending on yield. If
machine harvested with one-row equipment, 3.9-4.2 hours required; with two-row
equipment, 2.8 hours required.
TABLE 4.-Estimated Cost and Returns per Acre of Corn, Present and Alternative
Practices
Amount Total Cost &: Returns
Alter- Price/ Alter-
Item Unit Present native Unit Present native
Seed lbs. 9.7 8.0^ $ .207 $ 2.01 $ 1.66
Fertilizer^
Ammonium
nitrate cwt. 2.12 4.12 8.73
3-12-12 cwt. 3.34 2.38 7.95
Lime^ ton 3.0 6.50 1.22
Labor* hrs. 13.85 16.42 .50 6.93 8.21
Power* hrs. 7.75 8.62 .59 4.57 5.09
Total cost $13.51 $32.86
Returns
Corn bu. 20 50 1.20 $24.00 $60.00
Net return per acre $10.49 $27.14
^Reference Manual—Farm and Home Development, Louisiana Extension Service,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, p. 14.
^As recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. See Appendix Table B-12 for recom-
mendations for the other areas.
Tederal cost-share, ,|3.25 per ton under the Soil Conservation Program.
*See Appendix Tables B-1 and B-2 for distribution. All labor assumed hired.
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yield will be increased by 30 bushels. With the increase in yield the net
returns will be increased from $10.49 under present practices to $27.14
under the alternative practices.
Wheat: The labor and power requirements per acre are shown in
Table 5. Table 6 shows the costs and returns per acre for wheat. This
enterprise is not included in plans "A," "B," or "C." In the present organi-
zation wheat is being used for winter grazing and for grain. In the alter-
native organizations wheat is replaced with oats to provide the cereal
grain to be used as feed in the livestock and broiler enterprises.
Oats: The oat enterprise budgets are presented in Tables 7 and 8.
Table 7 shows labor and power requirements per acre of oats for the
present and alternative practices. There is an increase of .20 man-hour
and .10 tractor hour per acre required under the alternative practices
from the addition of a liming operation. Small changes of this nature
appear insignificant when the requirements are on a per-acre basis
TABLE 5.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre of Wheat, Present Practices
Operation Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Disc land 2 1.0 1.0
Harrow 2 .9 .9
Seed 1 .3 .3
Fertilize 1 .3 .3
Combine^ 1.3 .7
Haul 1 1.2 .7
Total 5.0 3.9
^Custom hired.
TABLE 6.—Estimated Cost and Returns per Acre of Wheat, Present Practices
Total Cost and
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Returns
Seed - bu. 3.5 $3.25 $11.38
Fertilizer
Nitrogen lbs. 16.0 .205 3.28
Labor' hrs. 3.70 .50 1.85
Power^ hrs. 3.20 .59 1.89
Custom work acre — 7.50
Total cost acre $25.90
Returns
Wheat bu. 32 1.95 $62.40
Net returns $36.50
^See Appendix Table B-9; 1.30 man-hours and .70 tractor hour custom hired on
present organization.
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TABLE 7.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre of Oats, Present and Alter-
native Practices
Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Alter- Alter- Alter-
Operation Present native Present native^ Present native^
Plow land 2 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 i.OO
Harrow 2 2 .90 .90 .90 .90
Seed 1 1 ,30 .oU .ou
Fertilize 1 1 .30 ,30 .30 .30
Lime 1 .30 ,30
Combine^ 1 1 1.30 1.20 .70 .60
Haul 1 1 1.20 1.20 .70 .60
Total 5.00 5^0 3.90 4.00
^Other farms may differ in the operations performed. Adjustment in requirements
can be made by adding or subtracting certain operations.
^Custom hired.
TABLE 8.—Estimated Cost and Returns per Acre of Oats for Grain, Present and
Alternative Practices








Seed bu. 3.5 3.0 $1.48 $ 5.18 $ 4.44
Fertilizer^
Sodium nitrate cwt. 3.0 3.28 9.84
Ammonium nitrate cwt. 1.36 4.12 5.60
3-12-12 cwt. 5.00 2.38 11.90
Lime^ ton 2.5 6.50 1.02
Labor^ hrs. 3.70 4.00 .50 1.85 2.00
Power^ hrs. 3.20 3.40 .59 1.89 2.01
Custom work acre 7.50 7.50 7.50
Total cost $26.26 $34.47
Returns
Oats^ bu. 50 60 .86 $43.00 $51.60
Net returns $16.74 $17.13
^Recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana Experiment Station,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In present organization sodium nitrate used. In alternative,
ammonium nitrate and 3-12-12 will be used. Lime prorated over an eight-year
period. Federal cost-share, .|3.25 per ton under Soil Conservation Program. For
general fertilizer recommendations for other areas, see Appendix Table B-12.
^'All labor assumed hired. Under present practices 1.30 man-hours and .70 power
hour are custom hired. In alternative practices 1.20 man-hours and .60 power hour
custom hired.
Tor the Case farm, yields were 50 bushels per acre with slight grazing. It is
assumed that yield may be increased to 60 bushels on the Case farm when grown
for grain only and fertilizer is applied as recommended. For other farms yield ad-
justments must be made.
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but they become a considerable amount when total acreages and re-
quirements are considered.
Table 8 presents estimated costs and returns per acre of oats. Total
costs per acre under alternative practices are increased from $26.26 for
present practices to $34.47. The increased cost is due to an additional
12 pounds of nitrogen and 60 pounds of phosphate and potash and the
application of 2.5 tons of lime. Oat combining is custom hired. The
lOnbushel increase in grain yield per acre will apply only to those alter-
natives where oats are planted alone and are not heavily grazed by
livestock.
Oats for Grazing and Grain: Table 7 shows labor and power require-
ments per acre. Total man-hours required is 5.20 and tractor hours is
4.00 (1.20 man-hours and .60 tractor hour are custom hired). The custom
work includes combining the oats only.
For custom combining oats, there is a $7.50 charge per acre. Table
10 is a "partial" budget comparing the cost of custom combining 24 acres
TABLE 9.—Estimated Costs and Returns per Acre of Oats for Grazing and Grain
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost & Returns
Seed
Oats bu. 3.5 $1.48 $ 5.18
Fertilizer^
Ammonium nitrate cwt. 2.00 4.12 8.24
3-12-12 cwt. 5.0 2.38 11.90
Lime^ ton 1.5 6.50 .61
Labor' hrs. 4.30 .50 2.15
Power' hrs. 3.70 .59 2.18
Custom work* acre 1.0 7.50
Total cost $37.76
Gross returns
Oats bu. 50.0 .86 $43.00
Net returns" acre $ 5.24
Thosphate and potash applied as recommended for this farm by the Soil
Testing Laboratory. Nitrogen has been increased by 36 pounds over recommenda-
tions because of heavy grazing.
^A cost of $4.88 prorated over an eight-year period. Federal cost-share under
the Conservation Program, $3.25 per ton.
'Assumes all labor hired. Excludes 1.20 man-hours and .60 power hour which
are included in the custom work. See Table 7 for requirements; .30 man and tractor
hour has been added because of a split application of fertilizer.
^Custom work, $7.50 per acre for combining oats.
^This does not include the returns that are obtained from grazing. Returns from
grazing will be in the form of livestock products and will be indicated in the returns
from the sheep and beef enterprises.
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TABLE 10—Comparison of Custom Combining 24 Acres of Oats to Purchasing Com-
bine
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Cost of new combine^ each $1,515.00
Labor hrs. 28.8 .50 14.40
Power hrs. 14.4 .59 8.50
Depreciation- yr. — — 101.00
Interest^' yr. - - 37.88
Repairs* yr. — — 40.40
Total $ 202.18
Cost to custom har-
vest 24 acres • $ 180.00
Difference for 24 acres $ 22.18
^Agricultural Prices, U.S.D.A. Agricultural Marketing Service, Crop Reporting
Board. The price is an average of 1953-1956.
^Assumed combine would last 15 years.
^Interest charged at 5 per cent of one half the original price of the new combine.
^Estimated life repair at 40 per cent of original price prorated over 15 years.
of oats to purchasing a combine. There is a difference of $22.18 between
owning and custom hiring the combining. This difference suggests that
the operator should not purchase a combine.^ Partial budgets are de-
veloped in the same manner as enterprise budgets. In this partial budget
the cost that would be incurred if the combine were owned was de-
termined and compared with a cost of custom combining. Partial budgets
serve to answer this kind of question. Estimated costs and returns per
acre of oats for grain and grazing are summarized in Table 9.
Soybeans: The labor and power requirements are shown in Table
11. Under present practices the soybeans are turned under as a manure
crop. In alternative plans the soybeans will be harvested for sale.
Table 12 shows the costs and returns for soybeans for plan "A". Under
plan "A" soybeans will follow the oat crop. This will require a late
maturing variety.
Pasture: Table 13 summarizes the labor and power requirements per
acre for establishment and maintenance of a white clover and Bermuda
grass pasture. This pasture will be in alternative organization "A" only.
Requirements for the establishment of the pasture include 3.83 man
and tractor hours. The seeding operation is performed twice because of
different planting dates for the clover and grass. To maintain the pas-
ture 1.61 man and tractor hours are required. Table 14 shows the cost
^Actually, the difference in this case is so small that if this were the only basis
for choice either would be valid. A difference of this amount ($22.18) could easily
be an error in estimates.
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TABLE 11.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre of Soybeans, Present and
Alternative Practices
Operation








Break land 11 1 o n4.U 2.0 2.0
Bed rows 1 .5 .5 .5 .5
Disc rows 1 1 .O K.0 .5 .5
Plant 1 1 .5 .5 .5 .5
Cultivate 3 3 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Turn under 1 .5 .5
Lime^ I .6 .6
Fertilize 1 .6 6 .6 .6
Combine* 1 1.2 .7
Haul 1 1.2 .6
Total eTi 8.6 6.1 7.5
^In present organization soybeans turned under.
^In alternative organization soybeans will be harvested. Labor and power re-
quirements computed from Appendix Table B-9.
^Prorated over an eight-year period. Further applications will be made when
indicated as necessary by a soil test.
^Custom hired.
TABLE 12.-Estimated Cost and Returns per Acre for Soybeans in Alternative "A"'
Total Cost
Item Unit Amount Price/ Unit and Returns
Seed^ lbs. 45 $ .083 $ 3.74
Fertilizer^
3-12-12 cwt. 5 2.38 11.90
Labor* hrs. 7.4 .50 3.70
Power* hrs. 6.8 .59 4.01
Custom combining acre 7.50
Total cost $30.85
Returns
Soybeans bu. 25 1.95 $48.75
Net returns $17.90
^Under alternative "A" soybeans will follow the oat crop.
^Late maturing variety used.
^As recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana Agricultural Ex-
periment Station. Lime will not be used for the soybeans because the oat crop was
limed. For general recommendations for other areas, see Appendix Table B-12.
*See Appendix Table B-9 for labor and power requirements. Assumes all labor
hired.
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TABLE 13.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre for Establishment and Main-
tenance, White Clover and Bermuda Grass Pasture^
Operation: Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Establishment
Discing 2 1.00 1.00
Harrowing 1 .32 .32
Fertilizing 1 .45 .to
Liming^ 1 .45
Seeding 2 1.12 1.12
Cultipacking 1 .49 .49
Total "3^83 3.83
Maintenance
Mowing 2 1.16 1.16
Fertilizing 1 .45 .45
1.61 1.61
Total 5.44 5.44
^Computed from Appendix Table B-9.
^Prorated over an eight-year period. Further application will be made when
indicated as necessary by a soil test.
TABLE 14.—Estimated Cost per Acre for Establishing and Maintaining White Clover
and Bermuda Grass Pasture
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Seed
White clover^ lbs. 3.0 $ .85 $ .85
Bermuda^ lbs. 5.0 .52 .87
Fertilizer^
Ammonium nitrate cwt. 1.36 4.12 5.60
3-12-12 cwt. 5.00 2.38 11.90
Lime^ ton 1.5 6.50 .61
Labor* hrs. 2.89 .50 1.45
Power hrs. 2.89 .59 1.71
Total $22.99
^Prorated over a three-year period.
^'Phosphate, potash and lime applied as recommended by Soil Testing Laboratory,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Nitrogen increased by 45
pounds over recommendations because of heavy grazing. For general recommendations
for other areas, see Appendix Table B-12.
^Prorated over an eight-year period. Federal cost-share under the Soil Con-
servation Program, $3.25 per ton.
*Hours required to establish prorated over a three-year period. See Table 13.
All labor assumed hired.
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no. 25,000 25,000 *?; 1 22 $ 8 050 00 S 3 0<iO 00
r ecu. cwt. 2,053 - 5.60 1 1 496 80
cwt. — 2,026 4 S2 R 7fi2 82
~7 — — 60.00 60.00
gal. 1,184 1,184 .145 171.68 171.68
Litter 4 4 5.50 22.00 22.00
Medicine each — — .003 75.00 75.00
Insurance — — 20.00 20.00
Hauling 10.00 50.00 50.00
Pickup broilers 20.00 100.00 100.00
Depreciation^ yr. _ 416.13 416.13
Labor^ hrs. 752 1,0S8 .50 376.00 519.00
Tractor hrs. 2 4 .59 1.18 2.36
Total $15,838.79 $13,238.49
Returns
Broilers* lbs. 68,439 72,780 .19 $13,003.41 $13,828.20
Net returns" $-2,835.38 $ 589.71
^This would be 3 pounds of feed per pound of gain under present practices.
With alternative practices, 2.785 pounds of feed per pound of gain. Based on data
of Roy, Ewell P. Cost and Returns in Producing Louisiana Broilers, 1951-54, D.A.E.
Circular No. 170, Louisiana Exp. Sta., p. 23; see also Appendix Table B-3.
^Includes depreciation for broiler house, waterers and feeders.
^See Appendix Table B-1 for monthly distribution. This assumes all labor hired.
(Actually family labor.)
*Birds sold at 3 pounds. The price is a projected estimate. The 1953-1957 average
price per pound was 23.38 cents. It is estimated that the price will decrease because
of the increase in production in Louisiana and throughout the South.
^1,437 chicks were lost owing to circumstances (a hurricane) that will not exist
every year. For comparison the returns and costs for these are included under present
practices.
per acre for establishing and maintaining this pasture. The returns are
not presented in the table since they will be in the form of livestock
products. Seed cost is prorated over a three-year period, which is the
expected life of a pasture with this particular combination. Fertilizer
and lime will be applied as recommended by the Soil Testing Labora-
tory, Agricultural Experiment Station.
Broilers: The broiler enterprise is in each alternative organization.®
Table 15 shows estimated cost and returns from broilers under present
^Broilers kept in all three alternatives because of personal preference of the operator.
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and alternative practices. Feed cost represents the major cost item in a
broiler enterprise. Any practice that will reduce this cost should be
adopted. Under present practices a ready mixed feed is used. Under
plan "A" feed will be custom mixed. Table 16 is a partial budget com-
paring cost of feed when corn is custom mixed with a pre-mixed sup-
plement to the cost of a complete feed purchased. The total cost per
hundred pounds of feed when custom mixed is $4.32 as compared to
$5.60 per hundred pounds for the ready mixed feed. The difference of
$1.28 per hundred pounds will result in a reduction in cost under the
alternative practices.
Several cost items will be the same under present and alternative
practices. Labor requirements are increased from 752 hours with present
practices to 1,038 hours with the alternative practices, because of more
frequent feeding to prevent wastage of feed. Depreciation is charged
to this enterprise because it can be directly charged to the broilers.
This would not be the case if the broiler house and equipment were
used for some other purpose during the year.
There is a wide variation in the net returns under the present and
alternative practices. During 1957 ("present practices") 1,437 broilers
were lost because of a hurricane. This is a most unusual event that will
not occur every year. For a valid comparison of net returns from the
present practices and alternative practices, the cost and returns from
these birds must be included under the present practices as though
they had not been lost. The added cost for the chicks lost would have
been $270.05 and the added returns would have been $819.09. Net re-
turns (for comparison with the alternative practices) would have been
$-2286.34. Under alternative "A" net returns are estimated at $589.71.
Sheep: The sheep enterprise consists of 70 ewes and 2 rams. Table 17
shows the feed, labor, and land and power requirements for the flock.
TABLE 16.—Comparison of Feed Cost When Corn is Custom Mixed with a Pre-
Mixed Supplement, to Purchasing a Complete Feed^
Item Unit
Amount
Required Price/Unit Total Cost
Pre-mixed supplement cwt. .337 7.80 $2.63
Corn cwt. .663 2.48 1.42
Grind corn cwt. .25 .17
Mix feed cwt. .10 .10
Total $4.32
Complete feed cwt. $5.60
Difference cwt. $1.28
^Both feeds contain 18 per cent protein.
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TABLE 17.—Feed, Labor, Land and Power Requirements for a 70-Ewe, 2-Ram Flock
Item Unit Amount Total Required
Breeding flock^
Oats lbs. per hd. .31 669.6
Corn lbs. per hd. .31 669.6
Hay lbs. per hd. 2.00 i,320.0
Lambs
Oats^ lbs. per hd. .14 2,100.0
Corn=^ lbs. per hd. .14 2,100.0
Hay^ lbs. per hd. .75 1,764.0
CSM^ lbs. per hd. .15 352.8
Labor
AVhite clover
Bermuda* hrs. per acre 1.73 41.5
Sheep^ hrs. per hd. 2.62 188.6
Land
Pasture^ acres per hd. .33 24.0
Oats« acres per hd. .33 24.0
Corn acre .3
Power requirements
Pasture^ hrs. per acre 1.73 41.5
^DeRouen, T. M., The Sheep Enterprise in Louisiana, Animal Industry Circular
50, revised 1956, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station. Oats, corn and hay fed
one month prior to lambing. This would be the latter part of December and the
first part of January.
^Assumes 25 pounds per lamb or approximately .14 pound per head for 181 days.
Recommended by Charles L. Hill, sheep specialist, Louisiana Extension Service,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
^Illinois Farm and Home Development Reference Book, Universitv of Illinois,
College of Agriculture, Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics, Janu-
ary 1955, p. 39. The hay requirements have been reduced by .25 pound because of
good winter pasture. Protein supplement has been reduced .5 pound. Lambs fed
for the month of February only.
*See Table 13; 1.73 man-hours per acre is the pro-rata share for sheep enterprise;
1.16 man-hours per acre will be charged to the cattle enterprise.
^Parvin, D. W. An Economic Appraisal of Sheep Production in the Northeast
Prairie of Mississippi, Bui. 495, December 1952, p. 15. Mississippi Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, State College, Mississippi. See also Appendix Table B-1 for monthly
distribution of labor.
^Assumes that pasture would carry 1.5 animal units per acre. An animal unit is
1 mature cow or 2 yearling calves, I1/2 weaned calves, 10 weaned lambs, or 5 mature
sheep. One acre will carry .9 animal unit or 3 e^ves and lambs and .6 animal unit of
cattle.
^See Table 13; 1.73 tractor hours per acre pro-rata share for sheep enterprise;
1.16 tractor hours per acre will be charged to the cattle enterprise.
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TABLE 18.—Estimated Cost and Returns from a Sheep Enterprise (70-Ewe Flock)
Total Cost
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit and Returns
Pasture acre 94 $13.79 $ 330 96
Feed
Corn bu. 49.40 1.20 59.28
Oats bu. 86.40 .86 74.30
riay ton o.yj^ 80.26
cwt. O.JO 4.00 14 12
vv ^^iiiiiiiii lbs. 17.40 .60 10.44
lbs. 12.50 .33 4.13
Marketing^ each 4%/o 53.21
Salt"^ cwt. 9.08 1.49 13.53
cwt. 7.20 3.50 25.20
Oystershell flour^ cwt. 7.20 1.25 9.00
Shearing^ each 72.00 .50 36.00
Building 8c
equipment^ _ 90.00
Labor® hrs. 188.6 .50 94.30
Total cost $ 894.73
Gross returns
Lambs" cwt. 62.05 17.05 $1,057.95
Cull sheep" cwt. 88.40 / .04 6.49
WooP^ lb. 430.00 .49 210.70
Total returns $1,330.14
Net returns" $ 522.47
^Pro-rata share for the sheep enterprise is $13.79 per acre. The pro-rata share for
the beef enterprise is $9.20 per acre. See Table 14 for costs.
'One ounce per mature animal, 15 ounces per lamb. Wormed three times,
DeRouen, T. M. The Sheep Enterprise in Louisiana, Animal Industry Circular 50,
revised 1956, Agricultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, p. 29.
^Four pounds of wettable DDT per 100 gallons of water. Ibid, p. 31.
*Four per cent of gross sales.
^Morrison in Kseds and Feeding, 21st Edition, p. 861, recommends .25 to .50
ounce per head per day.
'^Reference Manual-Farm and Home Development, Louisiana Extension Service,
p. 74.
^Custom hired.
^Total cost of $450.00 required. Prorated over a 5-year period.
®See Table 13 and 14; pro-rata share of 41.5 man-hours and tractor hours charged
under pasture for the sheep enterprise.
"Seventy-three lambs sold at 85 lbs. each, 7 saved for replacement, death loss 4.
"Ten per cent of ewes will be culled each year. Rams will be culled every two
vears to prevent inbreeding.
"Seventy-two head at six pounds per head. Lambs will not be sheared.
"Net returns increased by $87.06 because of wool incentive program. Support
price for shorn wool has been 62 cents per pound, 1955-1957. For unshorn wool on
lambs payments vary depending on the amount sold during the marketing season.
For 1956-57 this has amounted to 71 cents per 100 pounds product sold.
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Feeding will be on a limited scale because good pastures are provided.
The breeding flock will be fed for one month prior to lambing and the
lambs will be fed oats and corn for 181 days. Hay and cottonseed meal
will be fed during February. The labor and power required for the pas-
ture is the pro-rata share for the sheep enterpise. Land requirements for
the pasture and oats are based on a capacity of 1.5 animal units per






Total Cost & Returns
Present Plan A Present Plan A
Feed
Corn bu. 4.8^ 32.0^ $ 1.20 $ 5.76 $ 38.40
Oats bu. 96.0^ .86 7.22 82.56
CSM cwt. 2.4^ 4.00 9.67
Veterinary* hd. 1.03 18.54
Hauling hd. 6.0 8.0 1.00 6.00 8.00
Salt^ cwt. 2.2 1.9 1.49 3.29 2.83
Steamed bone meaF cwt. 1.9 3.50 6.65
Oystershell flour^ cwt. 1.9 1.25 2.38
Marketing® 4% 17.06 24.33
Labor^ hrs. 123.0 53.7 .50 61.50 26.85
Pasture acre 20.5 24.0 11.23^ 220.80^
Total cost $112.06 $441.01
Returns
Calves^" , cwt. 27.0 38.5 15.80 426.60 608.30
Net returns $314.54 $167.29"
Tn the present organization there are 11 cows, 1 bull and 7 calves. In alternative
"A" there will be 9 cows, 8 calves, 1 bull and 1 yearling.
'Feed for calves only.
^For calves only; 4 bu. corn, 12 bu. oats, and 30 lbs. cottonseed meal per head.
^Medicine and vaccination included. Based on survey made in 1956.
^Twenty pounds of salt, steamed bone meal and oystershell flour per cow and
calf, 20 pounds for bull, 10 pounds for yearling.
Tour per cent of gross sales.
'Labor for cattle only. Assumes all labor hired.
^Includes 10.3 man and tractor hours for maintenance of pasture only.
^Pro-rata cost per acre, |9.20 per acre charged to cattle, $13.79 charged to sheep
enterprise. See Tables 14 and 18.
^"For present organization, 6 sold at 450 pounds each. In alternative organization,
7 sold at 550 pounds each.
"Does not include returns from sheep and is thus not directly comparable with
the $314.54 under present practices. For a valid comparison of total and net
returns, include returns from sheep (Table 18) , since this alternative includes sheep
in combination with beef cattle. See Table 20 and discussion on Page 28.
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acre.' Sheep will provide .9 animal unit, or three ewes and lambs per
acre. The remaining .6 animal unit will be for the cattle enterprise.
Table 18 shows the estimated costs and returns from the sheep
enterprise. The pasture charge of $13.79 is the pro-rata share for
sheep of a total pasture cost of $22.99 (Table 14). Building and equip-
ment charge is $90.00 per year. Total building and equipment cost
is $450.00. This is prorated over a five-year period. Power cost is included
under the pasture cost, which was prorated to the sheep and cattle
enterprises. The pasture cost includes 41.5 hours pro-rata share for
the sheep enterprise. Gross returns include returns from the sale of
73 lambs, 7 cull sheep and 430 pounds of wool. Net returns, for compari-
son purposes, are $522.47. (See also footnote 11, Page 27.)
Beef: The estimated cost and returns from the beef enterprise for
the present practices and practices under alternative organization "A"
are shown in Table 19. There is an increase in feed cost under the alter^
native practices. This is necessary to have the calves weighing 550 pounds
when marketed. With the present practices the calves are sold at 450
pounds each. Pasture cost with present practices is $.55 per acre. This
cost includes 10.3 man and tractor hours for the maintenance of a
20.5-acre pasture. The pasture cost with alternative practices is $9.20
per acre for 24 acres (Table 20). This is the pro-rata share for beef of a
total pasture cost of $22.99.
Net returns (to beef alone. Table 19) with present practices exceed
the net returns with alternative practices. However, this figure does not
include returns to the sheep enterprise, which is a part of this alternative.
For a valid comparison of present and alternative returns it is necessary
to include the returns to the sheep enterprise. Table 20 compares the
costs and returns per acre from the pasture from the combination beef-
sheep enterprise under alternative organization "A". It is necessary to
put the comparison on a per-acre basis before a decision as to the
profitability of the beef and sheep enterprises is made. This is possible
because the acreage in pasture is used by both kinds of livestock. The
costs and net returns are prorated to these two enterprises under the
present and alternative practices. Without the addition of the sheep
enterprise in alternative organization "A" the net return per acre is
$11.49. With returns from the sheep enterprise added the net return
per acre is $28.74,
Additional enterprise budgets for enterprises under alternatives "B"
and "C" are presented in Appendix A
'An animal unit is 1 mature cow or 2 yearling calves, I1/2 weaned calves, 10
weaned lambs, or 5 mature sheep.
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TABLE 20.—Comparison of Cost and Returns per Acre from Pasture in Alternative
"A" When Sheep Enterprise Is Added'
Item Present Alternative
Pasture cost:
Beef $ .55 $ 9.20
Sheep - 13.79




^See Tables 18 and 19 for cost and returns for beef and sheep enterprise.
^$3 14.54 (Table 19) divided by 20.5 acres
^$167.29 (Table 19) + $522.47 (Table 18) divided by 24 acres.
THE ALTERNATIVE FARM PLANS
The procedure, once tJie present and alternative enterprises are
budgeted, is to coordinate these enterprise budgets into farm plans for
the organization and operation of the farm being planned. An analysis
and comparison of the present and alternative farm plans will indicate
which should be selected for the farm. The farm plan selected may re-
quire adjustments in current production practices, capital requirements
and enterprise combinations. If an adjustment can be made and will
result in higher returns to the farm as a unit, it should be adopted.
Budgeting helps to determine what adjustments may be made and whe-
ther they will be profitable if adopted.
Farm plans are based on averages and expectations. Thus, actual
results may not turn out precisely as planned. This frequently occurs.
Although this is true, farm plans aid in making rational economic
decisions relating to the organization and operation of the farm.
Resume of Changes in Organization and Practices
Under the Alternative Plans
It is assumed that the cotton acreage in each alternative will re-
main unchanged and the size of the farm in acres will remain the
same. Therefore, alternative crop and livestock enterprises are organized
around the cotton enterprise. Reorganization is expected to result in a
higher net farm income. A summary of land use and livestock organiza-
tion for the various alternatives is given in Table 21. The "changes"
discussed are in relation to the present system on the farm.
Plan "A": The major difference between the present organization and
plan "A" is the addition of a sheep enterprise. With this addition the
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pasture acreage can be more fully utilized. Oats will be used for winter
grazing and grain. Following the oat crop a late maturing variety of
soybeans will be planted for beans. Corn acreage for plan "A" will be
reduced by 7.5 acres from the present. This does not provide all the
corn that is needed for the broiler enterprise but is sufficient for the feed
requirements of the sheep and beef cattle. Any corn in excess of feed
requirements for the sheep and beef cattle w^ill be used for broiler
feed. Changes in livestock enterprise would include the sale of two beef
TABLE 21.—Land Use and Livestock Numbers for Present and Alternative Organi-
zations
Present A B C
Land Use Field Field Field Field
No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres No. Acres
Cotton 2 7.0 1 24.5 1 24.5 1 24.5
i 17.5 _ — _ — - —
Corn 3 14.5 3 12.0 6 16.3 2 24.5
5 5.0 _ — — — _ —
Soybeans^ 1 10.0 24.0 _ — 3 15.0
7 4.0 — _ — — _
Oats^ 6 10.0 2 24.0 3 6.4 — _
Wheat 6 10.0 — — - - —
Corn & beans — 2 31.3 - —
Pasture 9 20.5 4 24.0 4 6.0 20.5
Homestead 8 3.5 5 3.5 5 3.5 5 3.5






Beef cattle 11 9
Beef calves 8 34







^Four acres in field 7 double cropped (previous crop oats) . Total acreage
turned under in August.
'Oats harvested May 1957, wheat planted September 1957 for present organization.
Field number 2 in plan "A" will be double cropped with soybeans.
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cows, one horse and one pony. Seventy ewes and two rams would be pur-
chased. The changes in the livestock enterprises will require careful
pasture management. Family labor will increase 500 hours (Appendix
Table B-1) and labor hired will increase 108 hours. The productivity of the
soil will be improved under plan "A" by additional use of fertilizer and
lime, and by a rotation of row crops with a small grain crop and the use
of a cover crop following the cotton crop. Net farm income expected
from plan "A" is $4,000.46 (Table 36), or an increase of $3,824.07 over
the present organization. Plan "A" will require an additional capital in-
vestment of $2,070.70 (Table 34) and an increase in annual expenses
of $11.39 (Table 35).
Plan "B": Changes in crops grown in plan "B" will include the
addition of 31.3 acres of corn and soybeans and reductions of 3.2 acres
of corn, 3.6 acres of oats and 14.5 acres of pasture. The livestock program
will consist of hogs and broilers. Two litters of pigs will be farrowed
each year. The corn and soybeans will be hogged-off, thus reducing the
labor requirements on this enterprise. The addition of a hog enter-
prise will require the purchase of a protein supplement and a pig
starter. The oat enterprise is increased to provide a new pasture for the
fall litter and oat requirements for feed. The rotation of the hogs
between the oats and pasture is expected to reduce the risk from diseases.
Enough corn is produced to meet the feed requirements of the hogs
but corn will be purchased for the broiler enterprise. The cotton crop
will be followed by a cover crop. Utilization of family labor will be in-
creased by 727 hours (Appendix Table B-1) . One disadvantage of this
plan is the requirement of 171 hours of seasonal labor, which may be
difficult to hire
Net farm income from plan ''B" is expected to be $5,114.31 (Table
36), or an increase over the present organization of $4,937.92. An increase
of $1,777.95 in capital requirements (Table 34) and a $1,103.32 increase
in expenses (Table 35) will be required for this plan.
Plan "C": Changes in both crops and livestock will be made under
plan "C". Corn acreage is increased by five acres over the present
acreage. Fifteen acres of soybeans will be planted for harvesting. Pasture
acreage remains the same but will be improved to provide winter graz-
ing. An oat and rye grass combination is expected to provide sufficient
grazing for the beef cattle. Roughage from the corn will be used by the
beef cattle during the two-month feeding period, mid-October through
mid-December. Livestock will consist of 34 head of 450-pound calves.
The calves will be winter-grazed from December until May. Pasture
management will include three applications of nitrogen. The use of
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nitrogen will be greater than recommended by the Soil Testing Labora-
tory because ol heavy grazing. Soybeans have been added to the rotation
of corn and cotton in the place of a small grain crop. Small grain is
not needed as a feed, and soybeans will improve the soil more than a
small grain crop. The cotton is also followed by a cover crop.
Added capital investment for plan "C" is $2,059.47 (Table 34). Total
expenses are decreased by $678.27 (Table 35). Net farm income in com-
parison with the present organization is $6,364.62, or an increase
of $6,188.23 (Table 36). This increase results from a change in the
class of livestock and the expected returns from the soybeans.
DETAILED COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE FARM PLANS
Three alternative organizations have been budgeted for comparison
with the present organization. In this section the component parts of
the farm plans will be compared. These parts are: land use, produc-
tion practices, yields, labor and power requirements, production and
disposition of the products, expenses, receipts and capital requirements.
Description
In Figure 1 are farm maps showing the field layouts, drainage
system, buildings and fences for present and alternative organizations.
The soil on the farm is a silty clay loam. The farm is level to slight-
ly rolling except in field 9 (present organization), which has a con-
stant two or three degree slope. When row crops are grown in this field
the rows will be parallel to the slope. Some drainage is required for the
other fields. The present drainage system is adequate. There is no ero-
sion on the farm. The farm buildings (in addition to a house) for each
plan will consist of a broiler house and tool shed already on the farm.
The tool shed provides space for farm implements, storage space for
crops and an overhanging shed for livestock. The broiler house provides
adequate space for 5,000 birds. Permanent fencing will remain the same
for the present organization and alternative "C". Under these two orga-
nizations 25.5 acres are fenced. The farm will be completely fenced
under plan "A". For plan "B", 53.6 acres will be fenced but 31.3 acres of
this will be a temporary fence.
Land Use
Of the 93 acres in the farm there are 84.5 acres in cultivation, 3.5
in the farmstead and 5 acres in woodland. Total land requirements re-
main the same in all alternatives. Table 21 shows the use and acreage
for each field. Livestock numbers for each organization are also shown.
Cotton acreage remains the same in each organization. Acres in other
enterprises and the number of livestock, except broilers, will vary.
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FIGURE 1.—Farm Maps for Present and Alternative Organizations
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TABLE 22.—Estimated Total Seed and Fertilizer Requirements for Present and
Alternative Organizations
Fertilizer
Seed N P.O. K^O Lime
Crop Acres (Pounds) (cwt.) (cwt.) (cwt.) (ton)
Present Organization
Cotton 24.5 980.0 3.92 14.70 15.19
Corn 19.5 189.2
Oats 10.0 976.0 4.80 — — —
Wheat 10.0 2,100.0 1.60 — — —
Soybeans 14.0 420.0 .60 .62 —
Vetch 24.5 735.0 — — —
Total 10.32 15.30 15.81
Alternative A
Cotton 24.5 441.0 14.70 14.70 14.70 ol.3
Corn 1 9 n14.
U
96.0 9.60 1 QA n
Pasture 24.0 14.40 14.40 14.40 36.0
White clover 72.0
Bermuda 120.0 — — —
Oats 24.0 2,688.0 10.80 14.40 14.40 36.0
Vetch 24.5 755.0 3.60 — - —
Soybeans 24.0 1,080.0 14.40 14.40 —
Total 53.10 62.70 62.70 169.3
Alternative B
Cotton 24.0 441.0 14.70 14.70 1 A >ir\14.70 61.3
Corn 16.3 130.4 13.04 6.52 6.52 48.9
Oats 6.4 614.4 3.84 3.84 3.84 16.0
Corn and
soybeans 31.2 1,185.6 24.96 12.48 6.24 46.8
Pasture 6.0 .90 — — 12.0
White clover 30.0 - - -
Vetch 24.5 735.0 — — —
Total 57.44 37.54 31.30 185.0
Alternative C
Cotton OA K 441.0 14.70 \A in 01.
0
Corn 24.5 196.0 19.60 9.80 9.80 73.5
Soybeans 15.0 675.0 3.00 9.00 6.00 22.5





Total 61.90 45.80 38.70 198.3
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Under the present organization the fields are irregular in shape and
vary in size, with the same crop being grown in separated fields. Under
alternative organizations the fields will be rectangular and crops will
be grown in single fields. This will facilitate cultivation and harvesting.
The varying size of the fields in the alternative organization will require
a rotaton program that will be composed of fields 1, 2 and 3. This sys-
tem will require four years. Because of the difference in the sizes of
fields 1 and 2, in the second year of the rotation the same crop will be
grown on part of the previous year's acreage. In the fourth year the
pasture will enter the rotation and this will necessitate a change in the
field layout in the alternatives. Pastures will be clipped and fertilized
each year to provide adequate feed for the livestock. The livestock en-
terprise will be intensified to more adequately utilize the pasture.
Production Practices
Fertilizer and Lime: Soil samples were taken from each field and test-
ed by the Soil Testing Laboratory to determine the amount of fertilizer
and lime to use for crops grown on that particular field. Fertilizer and
lime were applied as recommended except for the pasture in alternative
''C", where nitrogen was increased by 40 pounds per acre to provide for
heavy grazing. Table 22 shows the amounts of fertilizer and lime for the
present and alternative organizations. Fertilizer is expressed in pounds
of nitrogen, phosphate and potash and not in pounds of complete fer-
tilizer. Phosphate will remain the same as now used for cotton but will
be increased for the other alternatives, except for the pasture in plan
"B". Potash will be decreased for cotton but increased in the other
enterprises. No lime is used in the present organization. In each alter-
native lime will be used. Soil tests indicate the acidity of the soil ranged
from medium acid to very strongly acid. The pH of the top soil ranged
from 4.9 to 5.8 and the pH of the subsoil ranged from 4.9 to 5.2. In-
creases in the amounts of fertilizer and lime are a major change in pro-
duction practices in the several alternatives (Table 22).
TABLE 23.—Estimated Total Feed Requirements for Present and Alternative Or-
ganizations
Kind Unit Present A B C
Corn bu. 4.8 81.4 815.3
Oats bu. 8.4 1824 46.2
Protein supplement cwt. 12.9
Pig starter cwt. 5.9
Hay ton 3.0 10.2
Cottonseed meal cwt. 5.9 40.8
Broiler feed cwt. 2,053.0 2,026.0 2,026.0 2,026.0
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TABLE 24.—Estimated Average Crop and Livestock Production per Acre and per
Head for Present and Alternative Organizations
Crops Unit
Present
Organization A B c
Cotton bales .75 1 1 1
Corn bu. 20 50 50 50
Oats bu. 50 50 60
Wheat bu. 32 _ —
Soybeans bu. turned under 25 _
Corn & soybeans bu. — 50 —
Livestock
Beef calves lbs. 450 550 357
Broilers lbs. 3 3 3 3
Milk qts. 1,825 1,825
Cull cows lbs. 950
Market hogs lbs. 208
Cull sows lbs. 400
Lambs lbs. 85
Wool lbs. 6
Seeding Rates: The seed required for each enterprise is shown in
Table 22. Several practices may be used to reduce seed requirements.
Use of improved varieties, seed treatment, changes in the planting dates
and the use of seed with higher germination percentages are examples.
Seed requirements for the cotton, corn and oat enterprises have been
reduced for the alternative organizations.
Feed Requirements: Feed requirements are shown in Table 23. In
plan "A" feeding rates will be increased for the beef enterprise. Corn is
increased from .68 to 4.00 bushels and oats from 1.2 to 10.8 bushels per
head for the beef calves. Thirty pounds of cottonseed meal per head
will be fed. The increase in feed along with other management prac-
tices should result in beef calves weighing 550 pounds when marketed
in about nine months. Sulficient corn, oats, hay and pasture are pro-
duced for sheep, beef cattle and hogs in the three alternatives (Table 28).
Corn will be purchased for the broiler enterprise only (plan "A", 1,880;
plan "B", 2,399, and plan "C", 1,174 bushels. Table 28). The broiler feed
will be custom mixed.
Crop and Livestock Yields
Crop Yields: Expected yields are presented in Table 24. Major in-
creases over present yields are expected in the cotton and corn enter-
prises. Cotton yields are expected to increase by .25 bale per acre and
corn by 30 bushels per acre. In each of these enterprises additional fer-
tilizer is used and lime will be applied. Defoliation will be used for cot-
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ton in the alternatives, to facilitate mechanical harvesting and reduce
price loss caused by reduction in grade M^hen cotton is ginned.^ Oat yield
will be increased in plan "B". The oats are grown alone and will not be
heavily grazed by livestock as in the other alternatives.
Livestock Yields: Table 24 presents estimated production per head
of livestock. Under the present organization beef calves weigh 450
pounds when marketed at nine months of age. Under plan "B" the beef
calves will weigh 550 pounds when marketed at nine months of age.
This increase in production is expected from better pastures, feeding
more grain and other improved practices. In plan "C" the beef calves
will be bought at 450 pounds in October and sold in May at a weight of
807 pounds. In this alternative the calves are winter grazed on an oat
and rye grass pasture. Broilers under each alternative will gain three
pounds per bird. Feed to obtain this weight will be decreased in the
alternatives from 3 pounds per pound of gain to approximately 2.8
pounds per pound of gain. With improved pastures and adequate feed-
ing, the lambs in plan "A" are expected to weigh 85 pounds each when
marketed at six months of age. The breeding flock will be sheared
and will yield six pounds of wool per head. In plan "B" market hogs
are sold at 208 pounds each. The hogs are provided a clover pasture
and feed. While on pasture the hogs are expected to reach a weight of
75 pounds each. An additional gain of 133 pounds each is expected from
hogging-olf corn and soybeans.
Labor and Power Requirements
For each plan and enterprise the labor and power requirements are
shown in Table 25. Approximate distribution by months is shown in
Table 26. The primary source of labor is the family. Family labor avail-
able per year is 2,804 hours. Total family labor available would be
sufficient for requirements in each alternative if the labor requirement
w^ere evenly distributed over the year. Table 27 shows the amount of
labor and power that will be custom hired. In plan "A" the amount of
labor and power custom hired and hired on a per-hour basis exceeds the
requirements in the present organization. In plans "B" and "C" the
amount of man-hours hired is less than in the present organization.
Tractor hours for plan "C" exceed the tractor hours under the present
organization.
Although total labor requirements increase over the present organiza-
tion in each of the alternatives, available family labor is not fully em-
ployed. Full employment of available labor may not be possible, since
labor is only one factor to consider when planning a farm. Labor
^This may not be necessary for modern gins.
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TABLE 25.—Estimated Annual Labor and Power Requirements for Present and Al-
ternative Organizations^
Present A B C
Crops Man Power Man Power Man Power Man Power
Hours
Cotton 541.5 321.0 558.4 343.5 558.4 343.5 558.4 343.5
Corn A/U.l 197.0 103.4 267.6 140.5 402.3 211.2
Soybeans 85.4 85.4 192.0 165.6 — - 129.0 112.5
Oats 50.0 39.0 132.0 103.2 33.3 25.6 — —
Wheat 50.0 39.0 — - - -
Pasture iV.o 130.6 I JU.U 19.8 19.8 86.3 86.3
Corn 8c
soybeans — - — o 1 n '74iy./ 219.7
Livestock
Broilers 751.8 2.0 1,038.1 4.0 1,038.1 4.0 1,038.1 4.0




Total required 1,882.1 647.8 2,490.4 850.3 2,676.9 753.1 2,298.6 757.5
family labor
available 2,804.0 2,804.0 2,804.0 2,804.0
Hire^ 295.6 63.1 327.4 86.1 277.5 58.7 287.8
65.4
^Does not include seasonal labor. Thus "hired" labor is somewhat understated
here. Seasonal labor is included in Appendix Table B-i.
TABLE 26.-Labor and Power Requirements by Months, Present and Alternative
Organizations^
Present ABC
Month Man Tractor Man Tractor Man Tractor Man Tractor
Hours
Jan. 102.6 19.5 221.7 80.5 297.9
110.9 229.5 109.8
Feb. 123.9 49.0 143.9 47.3 197.6 50.5 175.2 95.5
Mar. 96.7 52.5 156.7 84.3 232.1 129.2 162.7 97.6
Apr. 178.7 104.8 177.7 53.1 198.6 68.8 155.6 41.2
May 343.9 51.8 345.6 178.8 227.6 97.2 153.9 53.2
June 132.6 56.0 365.7 26.6 391.6 65.7 382.1 83.8
July 130.1 56.0 157.7 75.9 172.8 60.1
156.4 71.3
Aug. 126.5 43.6 192.4 68.6 204.8 44.8 154.5 48.5
Sept. 307.0 108.2 329.1 113.1 412.3 .97.1 402.5 106.3
Oct. 110.1 37.8 234.7 89.0 160.4 26.8 174.9 18.3
Nov. 149.7 68.6 82.8 2.0 95.0 2.0 79.7 2.0
Dec. 80.3 82.3 86.1 71.6
Total 1,882.1 647.8 2,490.4 850.3 2,676.9 753T 2,298.6 757.5
'Includes all labor.
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TABLE 27.—Man-Hours and Tractor Hours Custom Hired in Present and Alternative
Organizations
Enterprise
Present A B C
Man Tractor Man Tractor Man
—
1 ractor iVlan
269.6 49.1 269.8 54.9 269.8 54.9 269.8 54.9
Oats 13.0 7.0 128.8 14.4 7.7 3.8
Wheat 13.0 7.0
Soybeans 2S.8 16.8 18.0 10.5
Total 295.6 63.1 327.4 86.1 277.5 58.7 287.8 65.4
should be employed in those enterprises and at those times that will
result in the highest returns to the farm as a unit. Various dates of per-
forming certain operations have been changed in the alternatives to
more fully utilize the available labor. When labor is not being used
on a specific operation, records can be kept and miscellaneous jobs done.
Total power requirements have increased for each alternative. The
increase in requirements is due to the various operations that were
not done in the present organization. Total power available is adequate
to meet the requirements, but some operations will be custom hired
in the alternative plans because they can be done at a lower cost in this
way.
Production and Disposition of the Products
Crops: Crop production and disposition is shown in Table 28. The
products will be sold or used on the farm. Where products are used as
feed by livestock an appropriate charge is made against that enterprise
in computing costs and returns. The charge made to the livestock
enterprise is the price that would have been received for the product if
sold. This is necessary to determine the relative profitability of the en-
terprises. The "value" of the products shown in this table is not the net
returns. To determine net returns from the various enterprises, ex-
penses must be considered.
Under the present organization cotton, corn, oats, wheat and cotton
seed are sold. Under plan "A" cotton, oats, soybeans and cotton seed
are sold. Cotton, oats and cotton seed are sold under plan "B", and
under plan "C" cotton, corn, soybeans and cotton seed are sold. The
amounts sold under the present and alternative organizations will vary
because of differences in crops, crop acreages and the amount used for
seed. Cotton and cotton seed are exceptions; the quantity sold is the
same for the alternatives but differs from that sold under the present
organization because of an increase in yields for the alternatives.
Livestock: The estimated production and disposition of livestock
products is shown in Table 29. Broilers will be produced under present
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and alternative organizations. Beef is produced under the present orga-
nization and under plans "A" and "C". Hogs are produced in plan
"B" and sheep in plan "A". The amount of livestock products pro-
duced and sold will differ because of differences in kinds, number, re-
placement needs, home use and death losses. The value shown in Table
29 is the gross sales value and not the net returns from the individual
enterprises. The value of broilers sold under the alternative organiza-
tions will be the same but will differ from the value under the present
TABLE 28.—Estimated Production and Disposition of Crops, Present and Alternative
Organizations
On Pur- Pro- Receipts
Crop Unit Hand chased duced Feed Sale Price Value
Present Organization
Cotton bales — — 18.4 18.4 $160.00 $2,940.
Corn bu. 300 - 390.0 4.8 685.2 1.20 828.*
Oats bu. 350 - 500.0 8.4 841.6 .86 731.*
Wheat bu. - — 320.0 320.0 1.95 624.
Soybeans^ bu.
Cotton seed ton 7.1 7.1 50.99 362.
Alternative A
Cotton bales 24.5 24.5 160.00 3,920.
Corn bu. 1,880.0 600.0 600.0 1.20 720.
Oats bu. 1,200.0 182.4 1,017.6 .86 1,032.
Cotton seed ton 11.5 11.5 50.99 586.
Soybeans bu. 600.0 - 600.0 1.95 1,170.
Alternative B
Cotton bales 24.5 24.5 160.00 3,920.
Corn bu. 2,399 815.0 815.3 1.20 978.
Oats bu. 384.0 46.2 337.8 .86 291.
Corn & beans^ bu.
Cotton seed ton 11.5 11.5 50.99 586.
Alternative C
Cotton bales 24.5 24.5 160.00 3,920.
Corn bu. 1,174 1,225.0 1.20 1,470.
Soybeans bu. 375.0 375.0 1.95 731.
Cotton seed ton 11.5 11.5 50.99 586.
-This is the value of the product produced and on hand. The amount used
as feed is charged to the applicable enterprise. Any discrepancy when multiplying









































































































































































































































TABLE 30.-Estimate of Products Used in Home, Present and Alternative Organi-
zations
Present A B C
Item Unit Amt. Val. Amt. Val. Amt. Val. Amt. Val.
Milk qts. 1,825 $493 1,825 $493
Beef lbs. 450 $ 71 550 $ 87 $97
Broilers lbs. 300 $ 63 300 $ 63 300 $63 300 $63
TABLE 3L—Summary of Annual Crop and Livestock Expense, by Enterprise, for
Present and Alternative Organizations'
Present A B C
Crops
Cotton <t 1 QQ9 a^i $ 9 282 93 $ 2,232.93 $ 2 232 93
^Corn 128.32 295.80 401.80 603.93
Oats 244.10 — .-
Wheat 240.50
Soybeans 96.18 651.60 - 400.35
Oats 854.64 -
Corn & soybeans 808.09
Pasture 6.08 516.96 53.34 734.11
Total crop $ 2,708.01 $4,551.99 $ 3,703.97 $ 3,971.32
Livestock
Broilers^ $15,462.79 $12,719.49 $12,719.49 $12,719.49
Sheep^ 469.47
-
Beef cattle 39.33 193.36 713.04
Hogs^ 2,652.33
Total livestock $15,502.12 $13,382.32 $15,371.82 $13,432.53
Total $18,210.13^ ' $17,934.3P $19,075.63^ $17,403.85^
^Table 35 provides a more complete picture of total expenses for the whole
/arm. Table 31 excludes family labor and some seasonal labor and depreciation items.
Family labor is not a cash cost. Seasonal labor not included here because it could
not be allocated by crops, since seasonal peaks occur concurrently. These totals are
in error by this amount. They differ from those in Table 35, where charges for
seasonal labor are included.
'Includes only depreciation that can be directly apportioned to an enterprise.
Other depreciation allocated to whole farm in Table 35.
organization. This results from a difference in the death loss between
the present and alternative organizations.^
Home-used Products: The value of products used at home should
be credited to the enterprise producing the product, since expenses
^The chicks (1,437) lost because of the hurricane are not included in death
loss. See footnote 5, Table 15.
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were charged to the particular enterprise. In both present and aker-
native organizations some livestock products are used in the home.
Table 30 shows the kind, amount and value of these products.
Expenses and Receipts
Expenses: Most (but not all) of the crop and livestock enterprise ex-
penses are summarized by enterprises in Table 31.^° In each of the
alternative organizations the crop expenses increase over the current
organization (in plan "A" by $1,843.98, "B" by $995.96 and plan "C"
by $1,263.31) . Major crop expenses in the present organization are
for cotton and oats; in plan "A", cotton, oats, soybeans and pasture. In
plans "B" and "C", cotton, corn and pasture require the major ex-
penses. The livestock expenses for plans "A", "B" and "C" are lower
than for the present organization, by $2,119.80, $130.30, and $2,069.59
respectively. Total expenses (crop and livestock) for plan "B" are higher
than for the present organization by $865.50. Total expenses (crop and
livestock) for plans "A" and "C" are lower than for the present organiza-
tion. Cost of family and seasonal labor are not included in this table
TABLE 32.—Estimated Annual Receipts from Crops and Livestock, by Enterprise,
for Present and Alternative Organizations
Present ABC
Crops
Cotton $ 2,940 00 $ 3,920.00 $ 3,920.00 $ 3,920.00
Cotton seed 362.36 587.27 587.27 587.27
Oats^ 731.00 1,032.00 330.24
Wheat 624.00
Soybeans 1,170.00 731.25
Corn^ 828.00 720.00 978.00 1,470.00
Total crops $ 5,485.36 $ 7,429.27 $ 5,815.51 $ 6,708.52
Livestock
Broilers $13,003.41 $13,828.20 $13,828.20 $13,828.20
Sheep^' 1,417.20
Hogs 6,270.94
Beef cattle 426.60 608.30 4,559.28
Total livestock $13,430.01 $15,853.70 $20,099.14 $18,387.48
Total $18,488.77 $23,282.97 $25,914.65 $25,096.00
^Includes 350 bushels of oats and 300 bushels of corn on hand at the beginning
of the year under present organization.
^Includes $87.06 ASC incentive payment.
^"Family labor and some seasonal labor costs and depreciation items are not in-
cluded here. Family labor is not a cash cost. Seasonal labor was not allocated by
enterprises. Table 36 gives a more complete summary of expenses for the whole farm.
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(31). Any depreciation that can be directly apportioned is included in
these expenses. Additional depreciation cost is included in the summary
ot receipts and expenses for the whole farm in Table 35.
Receipts: Estimated annual gross receipts for the present and alters
native organizations are shown in Table 32. Total receipts from crops
and livestock are expected to increase in plan "A", which has a cotton,
corn, oat, and soybean rotation. Plan "C", with a cotton, soybean, and
corn rotation, yields the third highest return, followed by plan "B" and
the present organization. Livestock receipts also increase. Plan "B"
yields the highest gross livestock returns, followed in order by plan
"C", "A" and the present organization. These receipts are gross receipts
and not net receipts. To obtain net receipts the expenses must be sub-
tracted. (See Table 36.)
TABLE 33.—Estimated Capital Investment for Present and Alternative Organizations
Present A B C
Machinery $ 2,437.06 $ 2,437.06 $ 2,437.06 $ 2,437.06
Small equipment 250.00 250.00 250.00 250.00
Tool shed 533.34 533.34 533.34 533.34
Fence 250.00 1,117.45 700.38 250.00
Broiler house^ 3,267.72 3,267.72 3,267.72 3,267.72
Livestock^ 540.00 1,295.25 870.00 2,059.47
Sheep equipment 450.00
Hog equipment 997.57
Land 6,975.00 6,975.00 6,975.00 6,975.00
Total $14,253.12 $16,325.82 $16,031.07 $15,772.59
Interest @ 5% $ 712.66 $ 816.29 $ 801.55 $ 842.39
^Includes other equipment for the broiler enterprise.
^Excludes broilers.
TABLE 34.-Estimated Increase in Capital Investment for Alternative Organizations
Over the Present Organization
A B C







Total $2,070.70 $1,777.95 $2,059.47
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TABLE 35.—Summarv of Total Expenses and Receipts, by Rind, Present and .Al-
ternative Organizations, WTiole Farm
Item Present A B c
Cash Receipts
Crops $ 5,485.36 8 7.429.27 8 5,815.51 S 6,708.52
Livestock 13,430.01 I5.s33.70 20.099.14 18,387.48
549.04-- — — —
Total crop livestock 823.282.97 525.441 .25
Expenses-
Fertilizer lime S 406.48 .8 1,794.91 8 1.331.95 S 1,515.29
Spraving worming - 14.57 4.14 —
Seed 382.50 377.21 318.19 338.72
Broiler feed 11,496.80 8,752.32 8.752.32 8,752.32
Cottonseed meal - 23.79 - 163.20
Chicks 3,050.00 3,050.00 3,050.00 3,050.00
Protein supplement - - 671.05 —
"\'eterinarv" 18.54 65.16 35.02
Insurance 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00
Custom work 682.63 1.11)6.50 758.50 823.00
Hired labor 147.10 170.10 202.60 145.10
Oystershell flour - 11.38 5.00 6.46
Steamed bone meal - 31.85 14.00 18.10
Salt 3.29 16.36 2.98 6.90
Insecticide 470.40 318.50 318.50 318.50
Defoliate - 67.38 67.38 67.38
Pre-emerge 63.70 63.70 63.70 63.70
Power 351.86 428.21 416.39 415.39
Hauling 136.00 158.00 150.00 182.00
Livestock feed 12.98 334.80 1,341.56 269.28
Marketing 17.06 77.54 250.84 182.08
Repairs 342.83 377.86 376.30 342.83
Depreciation^ 416.13 506.13 615.13 416.13
Depreciation^ 492,93 550.76 522.96 429.93
Fence^ 69.68 30.03
Ginning 240.84 321.20 321.20 321.20
Interest on investment- 712.66 816.29 801.55 842.39
Miscellaneous" 328.68 328.68 426.76 328.68
Total S19,914.87 > 19. 9:^6.1^6 S 21,018.19 819,236.60
'The net returns . 8549.04 > have been included here from the broilers that ^-vere
lost because of a hurricane.
-Excludes familv labor.
"Depreciation for broilers, sheep and hogs that can be directlv apportioned.
-Depreciation that cannot be directlv apportioned to an\ one enterprise.
Tence cost onlv. Prorated over a 15-vear period (alternative "A", 81,045.25;
alternative B". 8450.38).
-Interest on investment at 5 per cent. See Table 33. Dwelling was omitted.




Capital requirements for the present and alternative organizations
are shown in Table 33. Capital requirements increase over the present
organization for each alternative. The increase is largest for plan "C",
followed by plans "A" and "B". Table 34 shows the change in capital
requirements. These changes are due to the requirements of the dif-
ferent classes of livestock in the alternatives. Plan "A" will require
$2,070.70 additional capital. Fences, sheep equipment and the purchase
of a sheep breeding flock account for the addition. Under plan "B" an
increase of $1,777.95 is required. Fences, hog equipment and the pur-
chase of 12 brood sows and a boar account for the increase. Plan "C"
will require an additional investment of $2,059.47 to purchase 34 head
of calves for winter grazing.
Summary of Expenses and Receipts
A summary of expenses and receipts for the present and alternative
organizations is shown in Table 35. An analysis of this part of the
farm plan will indicate which alternative to select, assuming maximum
net income is the farm goal. Under each alternative the cash receipts
from crops and livestock increase over the present organization. These
increases are primarily due to yield increases resulting from an im^
proved level of practices. Improved practices include: increased use of
fertilizer, liming as recommended, more timely operations which more
evenly distribute family labor over the year, and improved feeding levels.
Expenses increase under plan "A" and "B but decrease slightly under
plan "C". The major expense item under present and alternative orga-
nizations is broiler feed. Under the present organization 57.7 per cent
of the expenses are for broiler feed (plan "A", 43.9 per cent; plan "B",
41.6 per cent; plan "C", 45.5 per cent). Other major expense items are
chicks, fertilizer, lime and custom work.
Table 36 presents a summary of net cash receipts for the present and
alternative organizations. For comparison purposes $549.04 is added to
TABLE 36.—Summary of Receipts for Present and Alternative Organizations
Item Present ABC
Net receipts $-450.46^ $3,356.71 $5,051.31 $6^04.65
Home used products $ 626.85 $ 643.75 $ 63.00 $ 159.97
Return to family for labor
and management $ 176.39 $4,000.46 $5,114.31 $6,364.62
^This includes $549.04 net returns that would have been received from the broil-
ers that were lost because of the hurricane. Since the probability of this type of loss
is extremely small it is necessary to include the potential returns in order to make
comparisons of net returns to the various plans.
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the present organization. This is the net return that would have been
received from the broilers that were lost (during the hurricane).
From an analysis and comparison of the present organization and
three alternatives, and the assumption that the farm goal is maximum
net farm income, plan "C" is the most profitable system of farming
(among those studied) for this farm.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX TABLE A- 1.—Labor and Power Requirements per Acre for Establishing
and Maintaining White Clover Pasture^
Operation Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Disc 2 1.00 LOO
Lime^ 1 .60 .60
Harrow I .50 .50
Plant 1 .70 .70
Clip 1 .50 .50
Total 3.30 3^30
^Computed from Appendix Table B-9.
-Prorated over an 8-year period. Further applications will be made when indi-
cated as necessary by a soil test.
APPENDIX TABLE A-2.—Estimated Cost per Acre for Establishing and Maintaining
a White Clover Pasture
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Seed
White clover lb. 5 .856 $ 4.28
Fertilizer
Ammonium nitrate cwt. .45 4.12 1.85
Lime^ ton 2 6.50 .81
Labor^ hrs. 3.30 .50 1.65
Power^ hrs. 3.30 .59 1.95
Total $10.54
Trorated over an 8-year period. Federal cost-share, $6.50 per acre under the Soil
Conservation Program.
^See Appendix Tables B-1 and B-2.
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APPENDIX TABLE A-3.—Labor, and Power Requirements per Acre of Corn and
Soybeans for Hogging-ofE^
Operation Tirnes Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Disc 2 1.00 1.00
Bed rows .50 .50
Disc rows .50 .50
Lime^ .60 .60
fertilize .60 .60
Rebed [ .50 .50
Harrow .32 .32
Plant 2 1.00 1.00
Cultivate 4 2.00 2.00
Total 7.02 7.02
^Computed from Appendix Table B-9.
^Prorated over an eight-year period. Further applications will be made Avhen
indicated as necessary by a soil test.
APPENDIX TABLE A-4.—Estimated Cost per Acre for Corn and Soybeans for
Hogging-off Operation
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Seed^
Corn lbs. 8.0 $ .207 $ 1.66
Soybeans lbs. 30.0 .089 2.67
Fertilizer^
Ammonium nitrate cwt. 1.82 4.12 7.50
5-10-5 cwt. 4.00 2.33 9.32
Lime' tons L5 6.50 .61
Labor* hrs. 7.02 .50 3.51
Power* hrs. 7.02 .59 4.14
Total
Tuno, G. A., Swine Raising Plan for Franklin Parish, Louisiana Extension Serv-
ice, Louisiana State University, p. 3.
Tertilizer applied as recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
'Prorated over an 8-year period. Further applications will be made when
indicated as necessary by a soil test. Federal cost-share, S3.25 per ton.
*See Appendix Tables B-1 and B-2.
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APPENDIX TABLE A-5.—Feed, Labor, Land and Power Requirements for Two






Protein supplement lbs. per hd. 264.80 529.60
Pigs
Corn bu. per hd. 1.10 15.40
Wd.La bu. per hd. .12 1.66
Protein supplement lbs. per hd. 57.90 810.60
Starter lbs. per hd. 35.00 490.00
Boar
^_iUX II bu. per hd. 22.9
Oats bii Dpr hdIl/U. k/\-X 20.6
Labor
Hogs' hrs. 2 litters 45.00
Pasture^ hrs. per acre 3.30 3.30
Corn and beans* hrs. per acre 7.02 18.25
Land
1.00
Pasture acres per litter .50
Corn and beans acres per litter 1.30 2.60
Power
Pasture^ hrs. per acre 3.30 3.30
Corn and beans* hrs. per acre 7.02 18.25
^Deyoe, G. P., and Krider, J. L., Raising Swiru3 (New York: The McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1952), p. 128. Feed was calculated to provide the following per-
centages of protein: bred sow 11 per cent, lactating sow 12 per cent, pigs 16 per cent
and boar 11 per cent.
Illinois Farm and Home Development Reference Book, University of Illinois,
Extension Service, p. 24. For an 11-15 sow herd 60 hours were required. Because of
earlier pastures in Louisiana and hogging-off corn and beans, 45 hours per sow
and litters is used.
=*See Appendix Tables A-1 and A-3.
*See Appendix Tables A-1 and A-3.
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APPENDIX TABLE A-6.—Estimated Cost and Returns from Hog Enterprise'
Total Cost &
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Returns
Corn and beans- acre 31.30 $29.41 $ 920.53
Pasture^ acre 6.00 10.54 63.24
Feed
Corn bu. 815.38 1.20 978.46
Oats bu. 46.16 .86 39.70
Supplement lbs. 12,9€4.80 .052 671.05
Starter lbs. 5,880.00 .055 323.40
Worminff* lbs. 8.42 .32 2.69
Medicine & veterinary^ .36 65.16
Vaccination® cc 5,880.00 4.17 98.08
Oystershell flour^ cwt. 4.00 1.25 5.00
Steamed bone meaP cwt. 4.00 3.50 14.00
Salt' cwt. 2.00 1.49 2.98
Spray^ lbs. 14.48 .10 1.45
Marketing^
.
4% — — 250.84
Bldg. & equipment'" — — — 199.52
Labor hrs. 540.00 .50 270.00
Total 3,906.10
Returns
Hogs" cwt. 320.32 18.43 $5,903.50
Sows" cwt. 24.00 15.31 367.44
Total $6,270.94
Net returns $2,364.84
"Hog enterprise consists of 12 brood sows, 1 boar, 168 pigs.
-One acre of corn and beans at 50 busneis per acre should finish 5.37 pigs to a
weight of 208 pounds each, or a gain of 133 pounds each.
^Luno, G. A., Sivine Raising Plan for Franklin Parish, Louisiana Extension
Service. One-half acre per sow and litter is recommended.
^Sodium fluoride is used in a mix of one pound sodium fluoride per 100 pounds
of feed. Wormed twice.
^Veterinary cost per head taken from survey data of the Department of Agri-
cidtural Economics, Louisiana State University.
•^One cc per pound of live weight recommended by A. D. Fitzgerald, Associate
Animal Husbandman, Louisiana Extension Service, in a circular letter to all agents,
February 25, 1957, S4.17 per 250 cc.
''Reference Manual-Farm and Home Development recommends 500 pounds for 6
sows and litter and 1 boar. The ratio is 40-40-20.
^Benzene hexachloride, 6 per cent gamma used. Sprayed two times. Two pounds
BHC per 25 gallons of water.
^Four per cent of gross sales.
"Includes waterers, farrowing house, troughs, feeders, mineral boxes and wallows.
Total cost of $997.59 prorated over a 5-year period.
"154 market hogs sold at 208 pounds each. Six gilts saved for replacement and as-
sumed 8 death loss. 1953-57 average price for March and August good and choice
barrows and gilts was $17.40 and $19.35; the 5-year overall average was .$18.43. For
sows the 5-year average was $15.31.
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APPENDIX TABLE A-7.-Estimatecl Cost and Returns per Acre of Soybeans, Pres-











Seed lbs. 30 45= .083 2.49 3.74
Fertilizer'
Ammonium nitrate cwt. .31 4.12 1.28
Superphosphate cwt. .30 1.62 .49 1.62
Muriate of potash cwt. .11 2.65 .29
S 1 9 1 90-14-14 cwt. O.OO
Lime* ton 1.5 6.50 .61
Labor^ hr. 6.10 7.40 .50 3.05 3.70
Power hr. 6.10 6.80 .59 3.60 4.01
Custom work acre 7.50 7.50
Total $9.92 $30.39
Returns
Soybeans bu. 25 1.95 $48.75
Net returns $18.36
^Under present organization soybeans are turned under. For alternative organi-
zation soybeans will be harvested and sold.
^Forty-six to 60 pounds per acre is recommended in Louisiana Soybeans, Wasson,
R. A., Killgore, A. G., Agr. Extension Pub. 1183, Louisiana Extension Service, March
1955, p. 5.
^As recommended by the Soil Testing Laboratory, Louisiana Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Superphosphate and muriate of potash
used. In alternative, ammonium nitrate, 3-12-12 and superphosphate will be used.
^Prorated over an 8-year period. Federal cost-share, $4.87 per acre under the
Soil Conservation Program.
''See Table 11; 1.20 man-hours and .70 tractor hour included with custom work.
APPENDIX TABLE A-8.—Estimated Labor and Power Requirements per Acre of
Oats and Rye Grass Pasture Combination
Operation Times Over Man-hours Tractor Hours
Discing 2 1.00 1.00
Harrowing I .32 .32
Planting 2 .60 .60
Cultipacking 1 .49 .49
Liming 1 .45 .45
Fertilizing^ 3 1.35 1.35
Total 4.21 4.21
Tertilizer will be in three applications.
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APPENDIX TABLE A-9.—Estimated Cost per Acre of Oats and Rye Grass Pasture
Combination for Winter Grazing
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Seed
Oats bu. 3.5 $1.48 $ 5.18
Rye grass lbs. 15 .11 1.65
Fertilizer^
Ammonium nitrate cwt. 2.42 4.12 9.97
8-8-8 cwt. 5.00 2.82 14.10
Phosphate 20% cwt. 1.00 1.62 1.62
Lime^ ton ' 2 6.50 .81
Labor hrs. 4.21 .50 2.11
Tractor hrs. 4.21 .59 2.48
Total cost $37.92
Phosphate, potash and lime applied as recommended by the Soil Testing Lab-
oratory, Agricultural Experiment Station , Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Nitrogen in-
creased by 40 pounds per acre because of heavy grazing.
^Lime prorated over an 8-year period. Federal cost-share per acre. $16.50 under
the Soil Conservation Program.
APPENDIX TABLE A-10.--Estimated Cost and Returns From Cattle Enterprise in
Plan "C"
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Calves^ cwt. 153.0 $16.99 $2,599.47
Pasture^ acre 20.50 37.92 777.36
Feed
Hay ton 10.2 26.48 269.28
CSM cwt. 40.8 4.00 163.20
Veterinary^ hd. 1.03 35.02
Hauling hd. 32.00 1.00 32.00
Salt cwt. 4.63 1.49 6.90
Steamed bone meal cwt. 5.17 3.50 18.10
Oystershell flour cwt. 5.17 1.25 6.46
Marketing 4% 182.08
Labor hr. 84.50 .50 42.25
Total $4,132.12
Returns
Calves* cwt. 258.2 17.63 $4,552.07
Net returns $ 419.95
^Calves will be bought in October at 450 pounds each and will be sold in May
at 807 pounds each.
^Pasture was stocked at the rate of 1.7 calves per acre. Experimental results at
the Red River Valley Agricultural Experiment Station, Bossier City, Louisiana, indi-
cate the feasibility of this stocking rate. Wheat alone was grazed in this experiment.
^Includes vaccination and medicine. Price data taken from survey records.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX TABLE B-4.—Estimated Depreciation of Equipment and Building Used








Tractor 12 $1,264.85 $ 180.84
Tractor disc plow 1 15 251.34 19.33
Busters 1 15 120.00 12.00
Cultivators, tractor 1 20 187.50 12.50
Stalk cutter 1 15 13.37 3.33
Planter 1 10 80.00 16.00
Distributor 1 10 54.00 6.00
Oat drill 1 10 15.00 15.00
Truck, I1/2 ton= 1 JO 200.00 133.33
Trailer, smalP 1 13.4 250.00 21.92
Chick waterers* 9 5 04.oU
1 T fin
Chick feeders* 150 5
oc^Q on
Brooders* 7 /
1 44. fiO1 TTTT.UW 98 Q2
Broiler house* 1 12 2,802.12 280.12
Hog equipment* 5 997.57 199.51
Sheep equipment* 5 450.00 90.00
Tool shed 1 12 533.34 51.85
TotaP $7,685.69 $1,177.74
Agricultural Engineer Yearbook, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, St.
Joseph, Missouri, 1956 Edition, page 97.
^Farm and Home Development Manual, Extension Service, Storrs, Connecticut,
January 1956, page 83.
^Barlow, F. D. Jr., and Fenske, L. J. Cost and Utilization of Poiver and Equipment
on Farms in the Mississippi River Delta Cotton Area of Louisiana, La. Agri. Expt.
Sta. Bui. No. 417, May 1947, page 44.
*Estimate.
^Excludes depreciation for fences because it varies for the different organizations.
For the present and plan "'C ', depreciation is 820.83, plan "A", 878.66 and for plan
"B", 850.86.
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APPENDIX TABLE B-5.-Estimated Repair Cost for Present and Alternative Or-
ganizations
Item^ Age Present A 0IS
Tractor 5 $108.50 $108.50 $108.50 $108.50
Tractor disc plow 2 14.50 14.50 14.50 14.50
Busters 5 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Cultivators, tractor 3 11.25 11.25 11.25 11.25
Stalk cutter 11 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
Planters 5 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
Distributor 1 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Oat drill 10 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50
Truck, 11/2-ton 7 56.67 56.67 56.67 56.67
Trailer, small 2 14.69 14.69 14.69 14.69
Chick waterer 2 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76
Chick feeders 0 8.94 8.94 8.94 8.94
Brooders 2 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05
Broiler house 2 67.25 67.25 67.25 67.25
Hog equipment 1 19.25
Sheep equipment 1 9.00
Tool shed 5 15.85 15.85 15.85 15.85
fence 9.37 35.40 22.89 9.37
Total $342.83 $377.86 $376.30 $342.83
^Handbook of Farm Managemejit Information for Use in Balanced Farm and
Home Planning, Extension Service, Mississippi State College, Dec. 1953, Table 57.
For truck, tractor, tractor equipment and poultry equipment, annual repair cost
was estimated as 5 per cent of new cost, buildings 2 per cent, and fences 3 per cent
of original cost.
APPENDIX TABLE B-6.-Cost of Fencing for Plan "A"
Item^ Unit Amount Price/Unit Total Cost
Wire, 32-inch roll 24 $18.00 $ 432.00
Barbed wire roll 12 9.50 114.00
Staples lbs. 85 .13 11.05
Posts each 776 .40 310.40
Labor hrs. 165.5 .50 82.75
Power hrs. 161.1 .59 95.05
Total $1,045.25
^Maisenhelder, L. C, McKnight, T. S. Fences for Bottom Land Farms in the Delta,
Bulletin 483, May 1951, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College,
Miss.
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APPENDIX TABLE B-7.-Cost of Fencing Farm for Plan "B"
Item Unit Amount Price/Unit Total cost
Wire, 32" roll 15 $18.00 $270.00
Staples iDS. DO
Posts each 156 .40 62.40
Labor hrs. 103 .50 51.50
Power hrs. 101 .59 59.59
Total $450.38
APPENDIX TABLE B-8.—Estimated Depreciation and Repair of Buildings and
Equipment, Present and Alternative Organizations
Alternative
Item Present A B C
Depreciation
Tractor $180.84 $ 180.84 $ 180.84 $180.84
Tractor equipment 106.08 106.08 106.08 106.08
Truck 133.33 133.33 133.33 133.33
Broiler house 280.21 280.21 280.21 280.21
Broiler equipment 135.92 135.92 135.92 135.92
Tool shed 51.85 51.85 51.85 51.85
Hog equipment
Sheep equipment 90.00
Fences 20.83 78.66 50.86 20.83
Total $909.06 $1,056.89 $1,138.60 $909.06
Repair
Tractor $108.50 $108.50 $108.50 $108.50
Tractor equipment 70.44 70.44 70.44 70.44
Truck 56.67 56.67 56.67 56.67
Broiler house 67.25 67.25 67.25 67.25
Broiler equipment 14.75 14.75 14.75 14.75
Tool shed 15.85 15.85 15.85 15.85
Hog equipment
Sheep equipment 9.00
Fences 9.37 35.40 22.89 9.37
Total $342.83 $377.86 $376.30 $342.83
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APPENDIX TABLE B-9.—Labor and Power Requirements Used for Performing
Various Operations^




Seeding, drill .30 .30
Fertilizing .30 .30
Cultipacking .49 .49
Bedding rows .50 .50
Breaking land 2.00 2.00
Discing rows -50 -50
Combining 1.20 1.20
Clipping pasture -50 -50




Combining oats 1.42 -71
Mowing hay^ .58 .58
Hauling hay=> 3.60 1.20
Raking hay' -45 .45
Harvesting corn, hand* 8.20 2.10





Sowing cover crops -30 -30
Applying poison -30 .30
Defoliating -30 .30






Combining wheat^ 1-30 .70
Hauling wheat' 1.20 .70
Turning under cover crop .50 .50
^Bolton, Bill, and Lindsey, M. M. Data for Farm Planning in the Delta Cotton
Areas of Louisiana, D.A.E. Circular No. 203, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment
Station, May 1957, unless otherwise noted by footnotes.
^Fenske, L.
J.,
and Barlow, F. D., Jr. Tractors on Upland Farms in North
Louisiana, La. Bui. 309, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Nov. 1945, p. 15.
^Reference Manual Farm and Home Development, Louisiana Extension Service,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
"^Tramel, T. E., and Parvin, D. W. Labor, Power and Equipment for Harvesting
Feed and Forage Crops, Bui. 547, Agricultural Experiment Station, State College,
Mississippi, Dec. 1956, p. 5.
''Requirements obtained from farm operator,
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APPENDIX TABLE B- 10.—Prices Used in Present and Alternative Organizations
Item Unit Price^
Cotton seed cwt. :t 7.58
Oat seed bu.
Corn seed, hybrid bu. 1 1.60
Soybean seed bu. 4.97
Lespedeza seed cwt. 24.00
Vetch seed cwt. 17.25
White clover seed cwt. i3 X fin
Nitrate of soda ton 65.60




Broiler feed cwt. 5.60
Cottonseed meal cwt. 4.00
Protein supplement cwt.
" OA0.24
Pig starter cwt. D.OU
Wheat seed- bu. 3.25
Crimson clover seed^ cwt. 2/.20
Dallis grass seed- cwt. o / .UU
Bermuda grass seed- cwt. n2 00
3-12-12 ton
Steamed bone meaP cwt. o.oyj
Oystershell flour- cwt. 1.25
Custom work
Combining oats^ acre 7.50
Combining wheat^ acre 7.50
Combining soybeans^ acre 7.50
Shearing sheep^ hd. .50
Benzene hexachloride^ lb. .10
Boar'' hd. 90.00
Bred sow^ hd. 65.00
Ewe^ hd. 15.00
Ram' hd. 30.00
Cotton defoliate^ lb. .05
Wettable D.D.T. 50%^ lb. .40
Muriate of potash* ton 52.92
Stock salt* cwt. 1.49
Choice calves^ cwt. 16.99
Ginning cotton*' bale 13.11
Butane gas^ gal. .14
Pre-emerge' gal. OA AA20.00
Phenothiazine' gal. 4.00
Gasoline 10 gal. 2.64
OiP 5 gal. 5.20
Grease^ 35 lbs. 5.95
Custom grind corn^" cwt. .25
Mix feed^" cwt. .10
Lespedeza hay ton 26.40
(Continued on next page)
APPENDIX TABLE B-10. (Continued)
Item unit r rice
Hauling chicks" brood 10.00
Pick up broilers" brood 20.00
Littery- ton 6.50
Insecticide*^ lb. .13
Pre-mixed supplement" cwt. 7.80
Machine harvest cotton*^ bale $10.00
5-10-5 ton 46.50








Cotton lint lb. .32












Agricultural Marketing Service, Crop Reporting
1953-1957, unless otherwise noted,
from Louisiana Agricultural Co-operative, Inc.,
^Agricultural Prices; U.S.D.A.
Board. Prices are 5-year averages,
^Five-year average computed
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
^'Obtained from Franklin Parish County Agent's Office. These prices have
prevailed for the past several years.
^Agricultural Prices, Op. cit., U.S. 5-year average price.
^Five-year averages computed from Louisiana Weekly Summary Market Review,
Louisiana Market Information Service.
n953-1956 average computed from Supplement for 1957 to Statistics on Cotton
and Related Data. Statistical Bulletin No. 99, Agricultural Marketing Service, Wash-
ington, D. C.
^Winnsboro Butane Gas Company, Inc., Winnsboro, Louisiana.
^King's Feed and Seed Company, Winnsboro, Louisiana.
^Obtained from the bulk distributors in Winnsboro, Louisiana.
"Johnson Feed Mill, Chase, Louisiana.
"Obtained from farm operator.
"Estimated.
"Bolton, Bill, and Lindsey, M. M. Data for Farm Planning in the Delta Cotton
Areas of Louisiana. D.A.E. Circular No. 203, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment
Station, May 1957.
y^Estimated. Five-year average price was 23.38 cents per pound. With increased
production in Louisiana and throughout the South it was estimated that the price
would decrease.





Hybrid lbs. 6-8 —
Open-pollinated lbs. 8-10 —
Cotton^
Solid-drilled lbs. 30 —
Hill-dropped lbs. 12-15 -
Check-planted lbs. 20 -
Solid-drilled and check-plowed lbs. 40 —
Oats^* bu. 3-5 —
Wheat=^ lbs. 75 —
Rye^ lbs. 75 —
Pearl millet^
Broadcast lbs. 30-40 —
3-ft. rows lbs. 10-12 —
Sudan grass^
Broadcast lbs. 25-30 - —
3-ft. rows lbs. 12-15 —
Vetch^
Hairy lbs. 20-25 —
Others lbs. 30-35 —
Austrian winter peas^ lbs. 40-45 —
Singletary peas^
Scarified lbs. 30-40 —
Unscarified lbs. 60-75 —
Cowpeas, alone^
Rows lbs. 30-60 —
Broadcast lbs. 90-120 —
Lespedeza^ lbs. 30 20-25
Soybeans* lbs. 45-60 —
White clover^ lbs. 6-8 4-6
Ladino clover^ lbs. 5 3
Crimson clover^ lbs. 15-20
Rye grass' lbs. 25-40 15-20
Bermuda, common' lbs. 5-8 5
rescue grass' lbs. 10 10
Red clover' lbs. 10-15
^These are general recommendations. Seeding rates may vary from these general
recommendations for a particular farm.
^Recommended by R. A. Wasson, Louisiana Agricultural Extension Service.
3* 'Louisiana Extension Publications 1181, 1183 and 1037, by R. A. Wasson, A. G.
Killgore and W. E. Monroe.
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APPENDIX TABLE B-12.-C;eneral Fertilizer Recommendations'
Fertilizer Cotton Corn Oats Soybeans Pastures
Alluvial Soils




N 50-60'" 70-100 60-80" 12-20'^ 20-40'^
P.O, 50-60 25-50 30-40 48-60 60-100"
K,0 50-60 25-50 20 or more 40-48 60-100"
^Taken from General Fertilizer Recommendations for Louisiana, Circular No.
51, Louisiana Extension Service, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. For specific requirements, a
soil sample should be taken.
^Nitrogen may be reduced when a good cover crop is groun.
nvhen soil is deficient in available soil phosphorus.
*When soil is deficient in potassium, 50-70 pounds N, 50 pounds P2O3 and 50-70
pounds of KoO should be used.
•''Can be applied as top-dressing or at the time of planting. On lighter alluvial
soils use 70-100 pounds N, 25-50 pounds P2O5 and 25-50 pounds K2O per acre.
Tor grain only. On lighter alluvial soils use 60-80 pounds N, 30-40 pounds PgOg
and 20 or more pounds of K2O per acre.
Tertilizer usually not required on first bottom or alluvial soils.
^The application of 30-60 pounds N at or before planting and 30-60 pounds at
two or more intervals.
"Some soils in the alluvial areas are low in available phosphorus and potassium.
Soil test should be used to determine requirements of these nutrients.
"When initial application is less than 50 pounds of nitrogen per acre, additional
nitrogen should be added as a top-dressing.
"When oats are for grain only.
^'On heavier terrace soils use 42-64 pounds P2O5, 24-56 pounds K.O.
^Tall or winter planted clover and grass mixtures. For extra grass growth 30-60
pounds nitrogen can be applied as a top-dressing one or more times.
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